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High resolution, long-term monitoring of key biological analytes would improve
patient outcomes by providing earlier detection of disease states and improved efficacy of
treatment. One class of biosensors that have gained much attention in recent years are
optical biosensors. Optical probes are attractive biosensors due to their noninvasive
nature of detection, as certain light can pass through tissue, water, and blood. Single
walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) are a specific type of optical biosensor that fluoresce
in the near infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum and offer unparalleled spatial
and temporal resolution. SWNT have been applied as biosensors in vitro, ex vivo, and in
vivo for a growing library of key biological analytes. However, biocompatibility
concerns, complex detection schemes, and platform incorporation have hindered
translation of this promising class of biosensor to the clinical setting. Herein, novel
characterization methods to determine SWNT fate, a simple detection scheme
demonstrating the first successful detection of SWNT sensors in a large animal model,
and novel platforms for localization of real time SWNT sensors are described. As a
hydrophobic nanoparticle made of pure carbon, biocompatibility concerns persist when
SWNT are used for biological applications. Following application in vivo, novel methods
were developed to extract and quantify SWNT sensors accounting for the majority of the
initial implant, and subsequent Raman spectroscopy measurements on excised tissue

resulted in no detectable SWNT aggregation. Nanotechnology laboratories are not well
suited for large animal housing or handling, and detection schemes for SWNT are
typically complex and immobile. To this end, a simple detection scheme of a noncoherent
light source and a near-infrared spectrometer was applied to show successful detection of
a SWNT fluorescence signal in a large animal for the first time. Finally, SWNT
incorporation into platforms for localization have led to delayed or attenuated responses
to the target analyte in the past. SWNT-hydrogel platforms were developed to investigate
the underlying mechanisms for the delayed response, and platforms were developed that
offered SWNT localization with negligible effect on sensitivity.
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1
CHAPTER 1
Introduction, Background, Objectives

1.1 Introduction
The term biosensor describes a wide variety of molecules and devices that are capable of
converting biological cues and information into detectable signals for analytical
purposes.[1] As such, biosensors are essential tools for researchers when attempting to
expand current knowledge of biochemical pathways, fully detail core signaling cascades,
and correlate deviations from homeostasis with disease states.[2] By increasing the
characterization and knowledge of key biological processes, researchers will be able to
develop tests for earlier disease detection and more targeted therapies and interventions.
The term biosensor was first coined in 1977, referring to an enzymatic-based detection
scheme.[3] Since then, the field has expanded to include sensors based on cells or tissues,
immune system components, DNA, magnetic forces, thermal fluctuations, piezoelectric
accumulation, and optical shifts.[1, 4-10] However, even with the expansion of detection
schemes, useful biosensors all maintain a core set of functions: stability, high target
specificity, biocompatibility, and limited nonspecific interaction.[11-16]
One of the more recently developed classes of biosensors is optical biosensors,
which have seen an exponential rise in attention from researchers in the past two
decades.[17] Optical biosensors are attractive due to their sensitivity, detection rate, noninvasive detection, and non-destructive employment.[18-20] One hindrance to this type
of sensor is the penetration of light through biological media such as water, blood, cells,
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and tissue, which has led researchers to focus attention on expanding optical biosensors
into the infrared (IR) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.[21-25] Tissue penetration
depth increases directly with wavelength as visible light (380-700 nm) has an estimated
maximum penetration depth of 100 um and near infrared (nIR) light (900-1700 nm) can
penetrate 3 cm.[18, 21-23, 25-30] The massive increase in tissue penetration depth of
near infrared light is due to the off resonance frequency of the light with water, leading to
less interference through biological matter.[31] Most optical biosensors function in a
similar manner, excitation light is used to change the sensor into an excited state, and
subsequent relaxation releases the stored energy as a less energetic photon. To this end,
the shift towards the red end of the spectrum not only allows for better emission signal
penetration, but also shifts the required excitation lights away from the low-visible/UV
region of the spectrum.[28, 32] This shift away from blue light can lengthen sensor
lifetime by preventing photobleaching effects and alleviating phototoxicity concerns from
UV light interacting with biological systems.[33-40]
One particularly interesting class of near-infrared optical biosensors is single
walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT). SWNT have a unique electronic structure that makes
them advantageous over other nIR fluorophores while maintaining all of the key
characteristics of useful biosensors previously outlined. Unfortunately, applications
towards clinical translation of these promising biosensors have been limited. Key factors
preventing translation are biocompatibility concerns due to a lack of fate
determination, complex detection schemes that are incompatible with large animal
models, and localization strategies that affect sensitivity. Chapters 2-4 address each
one of these concerns, providing insights into the underlying mechanisms of each factor
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and possible avenues for circumvention. In order to better understand SWNT sensors and
the key factors preventing clinical translation, the rest of Chapter 1 is focused on SWNT
sensor development and function as well as background information on SWNT sensor
platforms, biocompatibility concerns of SWNT in biological settings, and applications of
SWNT sensors.

1.2 Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes
Pure carbon structures are vastly different depending on the electronic dimensionality of
the structure. A two-dimensional sheet of carbon is referred to as graphene, while layers
of graphene create a three-dimensional structure known as graphite. Conceptually, a
single walled carbon nanotube is a rolled up sheet of graphene with a diameter of 0.5-2
nm.[41] SWNT are thought of as a one-dimensional carbon structure as dimensionality
refers to the electronic structure, not necessarily the actual shape. The electrons in
graphene are able to move in two-dimensions along the face of the pure carbon sheet,
whereas in graphite the electrons are free to move into other layers of graphene,
providing a third dimensionality. In SWNT the electrons are confined to movement along
the axis of the nanotube, and it is this one-dimensional quantum confinement of the
valence electrons that leads to the unique electronic and optical properties of SWNT.[41]
There are many varieties of carbon nanotubes (CNT), including multiwalled
(MWNT) and single walled, and there are many different structures within each type.
MWNT are frequently used for electronics and as structural components in composite
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materials, the focus of this work is using SWNT and, unless otherwise stated, the rest of
this work will be referring to SWNT not MWNT when discussing CNT.
The major differences between SWNT can be seen in the orientation of their sp2bonded hexagonal rings, with each nanotube variety denoted as a chirality having the
nomenclature n,m. The n,m notation refers to the chiral indices of the carbon nanotubes
and can be determined from the number of carbon atoms required to “roll-up” a sheet of
graphene into the specific n,m chirality nanotube (figure 1-1).[42-45] The n,m orientation
directly affects the SWNT properties as it is related to the diameter of the tube. SWNT
can be metallic, semimetals, or semiconductors based on chirality.[42-44, 46] The SWNT
used in this work were chiral and semiconducting.

Figure 1-1: SWNT chirality. The n,m notation is used to describe the chirality of each individual carbon
nanotube species and is determined from the number of carbon atoms in each direction along the
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circumference. The chirality of SWNT is directly related to its diameter and therefore its electronic
properties as electron confinement is inversely related to diameter. (Figure adapted from Hodge et al.[45]
with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright © 2012).

1.2.1

Electronic Structure of SWNT

Single walled carbon nanotubes owe their electronic structure and subsequent
optical properties to the one-dimensional quantum confinement of their valence electrons.
Graphite is a conductor meaning the valance band and conduction band overlap, but as
the electrons become confined, as in the case of two-dimensional graphene or onedimensional SWNT, a band gap develops between the valence and conduction bands
creating a semiconductor.[47] The density of states for various dimensionalities of
semiconductors is described in figure 1-2. In the case of one-dimensional objects like
SWNT, the electrons are found in distinct energy levels or bands. In a semiconductor the
conduction band is close enough in energy to the valance band that transition of an
electron is still possible given an excitation energy, usually in the form of heat or light.
When an electron moves to the conduction band it leaves behind a positively charged
electron hole in the valance band.[48] Together, the electron and electron hole form a
quasiparticle called an exciton.[48] It is this electronic structure and formation of
excitons that lead to the useful optical properties of SWNT, as radiative exciton
recombination leads to photon emission in the nIR portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The band gap for semiconducting SWNT is around 1 eV, which requires
excitation to occur in the upper visible range (500-780 nm) and results in enough energy
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being released during radiative exciton recombination to produce a photon in the nIR
range (900-1700 nm).[24, 47, 49-53] The advantages of the nIR emission have been
discussed, but the Stoke-shift between excitation and emission wavelengths for SWNT is
also an advantage as the wide shift leads to decreased autofluorescence. [24, 44, 50, 54,
55]

Figure 1-2 Density of states for semiconductors by dimensionality. The density of states plot is the result of
solving the electron wavefunction for an infinite potential well for a unit volume. As the electrons become
confined from 3D (a) to less dimensions, the equation begins to form specific energy levels. This
discretization of the electrons location results in distinct levels for 2D (b) sharp peaks for 1D (c) and
discrete points for 0D (d). SWNT are considered one dimensional due to the confinement of the electrons
along the tube’s axis. (Figure from Zhang et al. [56] open access article from Springer Nature, Copyright ©
2017).
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1.2.2

SWNT Sensor Development

SWNT was first characterized in Japan by Sumio Iijima in 1991, however the
band gap fluorescence was not reported until O’Connell et al.’s 2002 paper.[41, 49]
Suspension of SWNT with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
(PVP) resulted in micelle formation around the carbon nanotubes. Subsequent
characterization of the suspended SWNT led to the discovery that individually dispersed
nanotubes experience one-dimensional quantum confinement and result in the band gap
fluorescence that created the field of SWNT as optical biosensors.
Today, SWNT sensors are still created by noncovalent suspension of individually
dispersed nanotubes, as covalent modification disrupts the one-dimensional quantum
confinement of the electrons.[57] However, further steps have been taken to create
SWNT sensors that are responsive to specific cues or analytes. Sensor creation is
accomplished by both limiting the interactions of the nanotube with its environment,
steric hindrance, and by redox selectivity.[58] Steric hinderance is accomplished by
noncovalently wrapping the nanotube with a polymer or surfactant that act as a physical
barrier between the nanotube and molecules in the surrounding medium [58]. In the case
of the nitric oxide (NO) sensing SWNT, which is the sensor used in this work, singlestranded DNA is used to create a barrier that still allows the NO molecule to interact with
the nanotube while blocking many other biologically relevant molecules. Selectivity of
the small molecules that can still interact with the nanotube is accomplished by redox
sensitivity, which is a process in which free radicals of a certain valance energy can
modulate the SWNT electronic structure.[58] As previously stated, the fluorescence from
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SWNT is produced from radiative exciton recombination, however; in the presence of
NO the fluorescence is quenched.[58-61] The observed quenching is due to the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbit (LUMO) of NO having and energy level that falls in the band
gap of the SWNT just below the conduction band. Under normal circumstances the
LUMO is the conduction band, resulting in fluorescence from radiative exciton
recombination as previously stated. In the case of SWNT with NO, the LUMO is now the
unpaired free radical orbital of the reactive nitrogen species, in this way the NO absorbs
the electron that would have moved to the conduction band. Since the NO energy band
lies within the band gap there is less energy involved in the transition and an exciton is
not formed resulting in an overall loss of radiative exciton recombination and a
quenching of the fluorescence (figure 1-3).

Figure 1-3: NO sensing SWNT. Electrons under normal conditions in the presence of excitation light will
move from the valance band (HOMO-Highest occupied molecular orbital) of SWNT to the conduction
band (LUMO). Subsequent radiative exciton recombination results in emission in the nIR. When nitric
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oxide is introduced, the excited electron still moves to the LUMO, however; in this case the LUMO is now
the unoccupied orbital on the NO rather than the conduction band of the SWNT. Since the LUMO of the
NO is closer to the SWNT in energy, an exciton is not formed and there is no radiative exciton
recombination i.e., a quenching of the fluorescence occurs.

After creation of SWNT sensors is accomplished by noncovalent
functionalization by an amphiphilic polymer wrapping, the fluorescence response to the
target analyte is investigated. The SWNT fluorescence is either red- or blue-shifted (the
energy of the excitons is changed) or the signal is attenuated or amplified (redox
reactions lead to more or less exciton formation).[62]
Recently, novel detection schemes have emerged including solvatochromic shifts
based on the surrounding media, large molecule detection via p-doping/n-doping, and
aptamer-anchor designs with a polymer anchor and binding domain for analyte detection.
Solvatochromic shifting is a phenomenon where the solvent that a substance is
dissolved in can shift the spectrum of that substance. Harvey et al. used this property in
conjunction with SWNT to detect alkylating agents via controlled solvatochromic shifts
in SWNT fluorescence.[63] The alkylating agents, commonly used chemotherapy drugs,
would covalently interact with the DNA wrapping on the SWNT, causing a
conformational change that exposed the nanotube to the environment. The group found
that the medium that was employed could control the observed shift in fluorescence once
the nanotube had been exposed by the alkylating agent. It was discovered that the
intensity and wavelength shifts could be manipulated by the solvent. Solvatochromism
offers and avenue to tailor SWNT sensor response, allowing for optimal signal detection.
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Large molecule detection via SWNT sensors has remained more difficult and
previous attempts at glucose detection relied on large wrapping domains that were
irreversibly altered by glucose interaction, limiting application. In response, a novel
glucose sensor was developed using a scheme of enzymatic pocket doping with glucose
oxidase wrapped around SWNT.[64] Incorporation of the enzyme created oxygenated pdoped sites on the nanotube, decreasing fluorescence intensity. Upon addition of glucose
the glucose oxidase underwent oxidation resulting in n-doping of the SWNT and
observed increases in fluorescence.
Finally, an aptamer-anchor approach has been developed where a polymer
“anchor” is covalently linked to an aptamer binding domain. The polymer works to wrap
and disperse the SWNT while also anchoring the aptamer binding domain to the
nanotube. When the target analyte is introduced the aptamer will bind the analyte,
causing a conformational change in the wrapping that impacts the SWNT dielectric
environment and results in an emission change. One such sensor was developed for the
detection of insulin using a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) anchor and an insulin binding
aptamer.[65]
Many novel detection schemes are being developed every year that rely on target
analyte interaction with either the SWNT dielectric environment directly, or
conformational changes of the SWNT dielectric environment through the wrapping.
Simple modification of the wrappings or binding domains of these schemes result in
sensors for various analytes and the SWNT sensor library is rapidly expanding (table 11). The library now includes SWNT sensors for neurotransmitters, small reactive
molecules, proteins, key signaling molecules, viruses, and genetic material.
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Table 1-1. SWNT sensor library.

Analyte Targeted

Functionalization

Reference

Ag+ and cysteine

FAM labeled 5’-CTC TCT CTC TCT CTC TCT
CTC-FAM-3’
(GT)5
Dye ligand conjugates doped SDS micelles

[66]

(GT)6
PEG-Rituxan
d(GT)15

[69]
[70]
[71]

5‘-TAG CTA TGG AAT TCC TCG TAG GCA-3‘

[72]

Dopamine
Doxorubicin

(GA)15
(GT)15

[73]
[74]

Estradiol
Glucose
Glutathione-S-transferase

RITC-PEG-RITC
Β-D-glucose
(TAT)6-GSH

[75]
[76]
[77]

HER2/neu

PEG- Herceptin
d(GT)15

[70]
[71]

Arsenite
Avidin
Catecholamines (DA and NE)
CD20 cell surface receptor
2+

2+

2+

Co Ca Mg
DNA hybridization

2+

Hg
HIV RNA

[67]
[68]

(GT)15-(T)15

[78]

HIV1 integrase protein
human IgG, mouse IgM, rat
IgG2a, and human IgD
Hydrogen Peroxide
Hydrogen Peroxide

(AT)11-HIV-1 aptamer complex
Chitosan/immunoglobulin-binding protein complex

[79]
[80]

d(GT)15
Collagen

[17]
[81, 82]

Insulin
L- Thyroxine
LDL Cholesterol

PEGylated lipid heteropolymer
Fmoc-Phe-PPEG8

[83]
[75]
[84]

’

’

Lectin protein WGA
Lipids

5 -CTTC3TTC-3
(Nce-Npe)-PC36
(GT)6

miRNA Hybridization
Microalbuminuria
Nitric Oxide

(GT)15-miRX
Carboxy-PCD
d(AT)15

[87]
[88]
[58]

Nitric Oxide
Progesterone
RAP-1 Protein
Riboflavin
Riboflavin
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein

DAP-DEX
Acrylated cortisol
(AT)11-RAP1 aptamer complex
(AC)15
BA-PhO-Dex
(GT)6-ACE2

[59]
[89]
[79]
[90]
[75]
[91]

Serotonin
Single nucleotide
polymorphisms
Troponin T
Tyrosinase activity
Vardenafil

C6-N18-C6
5'–TAGCTATGGAATTCCTCGTAGGCA – 3'

[92]
[93]

Chitosan/anti-troponin antibody complex
PEG12–GT15–amine
Poly(methacrylic acid-costyrene)

[94]
[95]
[96]

[85]
[86]
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1.3 SWNT Sensor Applications
SWNT sensors are being applied for in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo detection of key
biological analytes. This section will explore some of the more recent publications in
each of these areas.

1.3.1

In vitro

Cellular research has led to important discoveries that apply on a system wide
scale, whether it be a tissue or whole organism. As such, there is a need for extracellular
and intracellular sensors, and recent research with SWNT sensors has aimed to address
this need.
Using SWNT-based sensors, researchers were able to show dopamine excretion
from neuroprogenitor cells and actually map the dopamine in real time.[73] A SWNT
sensor, based on ssDNA wrapping, that is capable of dopamine detection was
immobilized and neuroprogenitor were seeded on top of the sensing platform. After
stimulating the cells to excrete dopamine, hyperspectral imaging allowed for real-time
mapping of the analyte. Another study investigated serotonin release from cells by
employing an anchor-aptamer-type SWNT sensor in a similar manner, with the cells
being directly seeded on a SWNT sensing platform.[97] High spatial and temporal
monitoring of serotonin was accomplished, and offered insight into cell to cell signaling,
an often difficult task to accomplish due to signaling molecule size and half-life.
Intracellular detection is difficult due to the complexities with localizing sensors
to specific proteins or organelles and the dynamics of the cell lifecycle. One group made
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a major stride towards enhanced intracellular sensing by complexing SWNT with
guanidinium-functionalized helical polycarbodiimide, which allowed for transport of the
SWNT into the cell nuclei.[98] The SWNT complexes entered the nuclei of HeLa cells
via importin β-mediated transport, and upon entry into the nuclei the SWNT underwent a
distinct red-shift, creating a sensor for a specific mediated pathway to the nucleus of a
cell.

1.3.2

Ex vivo

The most common use of ex vivo SWNT sensors is to achieve high throughput
screening of biological media for key analytes and biomarkers. An anchor-aptamer type
SWNT complex sensitive to insulin was developed using C16-PEG-ceramide
polymer.[83] The researchers discovered the PEG-ceramide only displayed affinity for
the insulin when wrapped around the SWNT indicating a “molecular recognition” by the
SWNT rather than a nonspecific interaction. A strong fluorescence quenching of the
SWNT signal was observed in both an aqueous solution and serum when insulin was
added. Another anchor-aptamer-type SWNT sensor was developed for the RAP1 protein,
displaying the versatility of this detection scheme.[79] The RAP1 aptamer was bound to
the SWNT by a ssDNA anchor and displayed a dose dependent increase of SWNT
fluorescence intensity when RAP1 was added to the system. The fluorescence modulation
was sensitive enough to allow single molecule detection of RAP1 in serum.
A carboxy-polycarbodiimide (PCD) wrapped SWNT was developed for the
detection of microalbuminuria in urine.[88] This analyte is a marker for a number of
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cardiovascular disease states, such as hypertension and atherosclerosis, and other diseases
such as diabetes and cancer. The PCD-SWNT sensor was incorporated into a nanosensor
paint to create a cheap and portable nanosensor array for screening urine outside the
laboratory.
A sensor for a biological marker of metastatic prostate cancer, urokinase
plasminogen activator (uPA), was developed using and antibody incorporated
wrapping.[99] A dose dependent red-shift of SWNT fluorescence was observed in
response to the biomarker in bovine serum, human serum, and human plasma.
Finally, a sensor for HIV was developed using ssDNA wrapping on SWNT that
was amplified by denatured proteins.[78] The sensor was specific to the virus RNA, with
the addition of denatured proteins in serum amplifying the observed blue-shift of the
SWNT in response to the virus RNA. The amplification was attributed to the interaction
of the denatured proteins with exposed hydrophobic sections of the nanotube following
detection of the RNA.

1.3.3

In vivo

In vivo applications of SWNT sensors are an exciting area of research as the field
tries to move towards clinical applications and long-term sensing of key biological
analytes and markers.
Rodent models have seen extensive study with SWNT sensors, and a sensor for
lipid accumulation in the endolysosomal lumen of mice was developed using a ssDNA
wrapped SWNT.[84] SWNT sensitive to various lipid species, including cholesterol,
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sphingomyelin, and oxidized LDL, showed in vivo detection and biocompatibility.
Another study showed successful in vivo detection of human epididymis protein 4 (HE4),
an ovarian cancer biomarker.[100] The sensor complex consisted of SWNT wrapped
with a ssDNA anchor and anti-HE4 IgG antibody that demonstrated a dose dependent
blue-shift in response to HE4 injections into a live mice. Finally, doxorubicin was
detected in mice with ssDNA wrapped SWNT in both subcutaneous and intraperitoneal
sensing platforms.[74] In both case a dose dependent red-shift of the SWNT signal was
observed in response to doxorubicin, marking the first ever successful nondestructive
detection of the analyte in vivo.
Tissue penetration has remained an obstacle for optical probes over the years, the
Weisman group overcame this obstacle by developing a new detection setup using
multiple detectors, called spectral triangulation. In this study, researchers loaded SWNT
into Matrigel and implanted the SWNT-gels into mice ovaries.[101] The live mice were
then placed on an LED platform for excitation and a nIR detector array was used to
collect emission from the SWNT through the mouse body. Using this setup, researchers
were able to obtain imaging depths of 1 cm using a relatively small volume of sensor.
Another group chose to address tissue penetration by focusing on the excitation light.
Two-photon excitation was used to excite HiPco SWNT wrapped with ssDNA by loading
SWNT sensors that was placed in capillary tubes and implanted in phantom brain
tissue.[102] The two-photon 1560 nm excitation source resulted in only a 4% scattering
of the sensor emission through the mimic, with similar results in vivo.
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1.4 Biocompatibility
The biocompatibility of CNTs has been a widely debated issue in the scientific
community for two decades. As of the writing of this work, there have been over 350
published works concerning CNTs and toxicity/biocompatibility. This section will
explore the conflicting reports and offer insight into the negative stigma surrounding
SWNT and biocompatibility.

1.4.1

Toxicity

There is consensus among many scientists that CNTs are generally toxic, as many
reports have come out over the past two decades supporting this notion.[103-105]
However, during the same time period many reports concerning the biocompatibility of
SWNT have also been published.[106-108] Both arguments are correct, as reports have
shown nanotubes to lead to negative, neutral, or even positive effects when used with
cells, tissues, or organisms. The toxicity or biocompatibility of CNTs is dependent on a
variety of factors including the type, size, and structure of nanotube used, as well as
preparation techniques and avenue of administration.[109-111] For example, MWNT
tend to aggregate in the lungs and have been shown to cause asbestos-like effects in
mammals, while functionalized SWNT have been used as sensors in a variety of live
animal and cell studies with no adverse effects and have even been implanted into mice
for 400 days without causing an inflammatory reaction.[105, 112] It is this
miscommunication of situational toxicity and biocompatibility that leads to the negative
stigma surrounding the umbrella term of carbon nanotubes.
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Recently, carbon nanotubes were added to the SIN (substitute it now) list by the
advocacy group ChemSec as a nanomaterial of very high concern.[103] The entirety of
carbon nanotubes as a material class were recommended by ChemSec to be restricted or
banned in the European Union. The blanket addition of all carbon nanotubes to the SIN
list was based on a narrow subset of CNTs with a focus on MWNTs and early toxicology
reports.[104, 105] The early toxicology reports were based on a bolus injection of long,
insoluble nanotube aggregates that led to lung toxicity in mice. Unfortunately, these early
toxicology reports received much traction and created an early stigmatized view of
carbon nanotubes, and it is with this lens that ChemSec made their decision to add carbon
nanotubes to the SIN list as a nanomaterial of very high concern.

1.4.2

Response

The nanotechnology community, especially SWNT researchers, responded to the
addition of carbon nanotubes to the SIN list by citing the many reports concerning the
biocompatibility of functionalized, short, and soluble carbon nanotubes that have been
applied to a growing number of biological systems.[113] In fact, following the original
toxicology reports of CNTs there were reports demonstrating the biocompatibility of
short soluble SWNT in primates; however, the reports concerning the biocompatibility of
SWNT did not receive the same attention as the reports on toxic effects.[114]
The articles outlined in section 1.3 provide evidence towards the biocompatibility
of SWNT sensors and add to the growing list of successful applications in cells and
tissues with little or no adverse effects. Recently, a study was performed concerning the
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biocompatibility and fate of SWNT wrapped with ssDNA in a mouse model.[115]
Researchers injected the mice with ssDNA wrapped SWNT and monitored organs of
interest such as the liver, kidney, spleen, lung, and heart. They were able to conclude
short and long-term biocompatibility based on histology, animal weight, complete blood
count, and biomarkers of organ function. Predictably, the study found an accumulation of
SWNT sensors in the liver with eventual clearance of ~90% of the nanotubes.
Due to the conflicting reports concerning the toxicity and biocompatibility of
SWNT, coupled with the negative stigma perpetuated by the addition of carbon
nanotubes to the SIN list, at the moment, the safest route of sensor translation is through
biocompatibility studies for each type of SWNT and each delivery method. Chapter 2
will focus on the biocompatibility of 6,5 chirality carbon nanotubes wrapped in (AT)15
ssDNA applied via hydrogel to a sheep model.

1.5 Large Animal Models
An immense amount of research has been performed with SWNT sensors in mice models
since 2013, the date of the first localization of SWNT sensors in a mammal, and has led
to the development of detection schemes and the growth of the sensor library.[112]
However, translation of SWNT sensors to the clinical setting will require models in large
animals.
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1.5.1

Advantages over Rodent Models

Mouse and rat models offer researchers a convenient and effective method for
developing and testing key concepts and interventions with the potential to translate
results to humans. Rodents have long been a popular model for biomedical research due
to their fast and easy breeding allowing for selection and generation of specific condition
models rapidly.[116] However, rodent models do not represent the anatomy, physiology
and immunology of humans very well.[117] Additionally, the size differences of these
models when compared to humans makes significant changes to administration of
components and interventions in biomedical research, confounding the results.[116]
Sheep models have been more successful at mimicking human conditions as the animals
are closer genetically and in size to humans. These qualities make the treatments and
interventions more representative of what they would be in a clinical setting, providing
more valuable data for translational research.

1.5.2

Difficulties

While sheep tend to be better models for humans in biomedical applications, their
applications are few and far between. The relative cost of a large animal study is much
higher due to the longer lifespans and increased size of the test subjects.[116] The
animals must be housed and fed for the duration of the study which requires significant
dedicated space and large amounts of food.[116] Additionally, commonly used
techniques to restrain rodents, like “scruffing”, are not applicable to larger animals. Large
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animals frequently require multiple individuals to handle the animals and a restraint
system for acquiring measurements. Finally, nanotechnology systems are typically
complex and immobile, making field measurements on large animals impossible.
Chapter 3 of this work focuses on the development and characterization of a
relatively simple and portable setup for the detection of SWNT sensors in the field.
Furthermore, access to a top tier animal housing facility in the University of NebraskaLincoln’s Animal Science Complex allowed for the first signal detection of SWNT
sensors in a large animal.

1.6 SWNT Sensor Localization
Localization of biosensors in vivo has been a goal for researchers for decades, since longterm in vivo biosensing would give medical providers real-time data on patient health and
lead to improved personalized care.[118] The long-term monitoring would provide
information on basal levels of various factors for a specific patient and any then more
accurately detect deviations that are consistent with impending disease. In vivo
biosensing would also provide valuable information about efficacy of treatment, allowing
providers to optimize dosing to avoid potentially damaging side effects or ineffective
interventions due to high or low dosing. SWNT sensors are a potentially optimal platform
for long-term sensing due to the characteristics outlined above, specifically, stable nIR
fluorescence, adaptability to various detection schemes, and interchangeable
functionalization for rapid analyte-sensor pairing. However, SWNT sensors must be
localized via some platform as a bolus injection of suspended SWNT sensors results in
accumulation in filtering tissues, such as the liver and kidney, or sensor clearance.
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1.6.1

Platforms

The first in vivo experiment utilizing SWNT was in 2007 when researchers fed
drosophila larva a diet consisting of functionalized SWNT.[119] Monitoring of fly health
and fluorescence through the life cycle resulted in continuous SWNT fluorescence in the
digestive tract with no adverse effects on organism health. It was not until 2013 that
SWNT-based sensors were first applied to a mouse model when researchers used both
bolus injections and hydrogel platforms to deliver the nanotubes.[112] The injected
SWNT predictably accumulated in the liver of the mice, and the hydrogel platforms were
successful at localizing SWNT sensors for 300 days. The responsiveness of the sensors to
the target analyte, NO, was also assayed using a liver inflammation model, demonstrating
that the injected sensors remained responsive to NO.
Since these original works made the leap into living organisms, much research
has been done using SWNT as in vivo biosensors. The vast majority of in vivo
applications of SWNT use hydrogel-based platforms in mice models.[89, 90, 118, 120]
Hydrogels are the platform of choice due to their mechanical properties, which closely
mimic native tissue, as well as their optical transparency, tunability, biocompatibility, and
ease of incorporation of SWNT sensors. Additionally, researchers have explored other
options to localize the sensors in vivo such as dialysis membranes and firmer synthetic
implants based on silicon.[100, 121] However, concerns regarding longevity and
irritation arise when using these types of platforms.
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1.6.2

Sensitivity Concerns

Although SWNT-hydrogel constructs have shown promise as a localizable nIR
biosensing device, SWNT sensitivity is greatly impacted by the hydrogel matrix. A
dramatic response-time delay was observed for sensors incorporated into the matrix of
alginate hydrogels, which increased the time for the sensors to reach maximum response
nearly tenfold (figure 1-4).[112] The sensors also took approximately 40 hours to recover
their initial fluorescence as compared to less than 30 minutes for sensors in solution. The
observed delayed response was hypothesized to be due to the interaction of the SWNT
with the hydrogel. The observed delay not only impacts the temporal resolution of the
sensors, but it also affects the spatial and spectral resolution, because the diffusion of the
analyte is altered creating a local concentration gradient that is not reflective of the
surrounding environment. Chapter 4 focuses on this effect and possible avenues of
circumvention.
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Figure 1-4. Delayed sensor response. Incorporation of SWNT sensors into the matrix of alginate hydrogels
(green) results in a delayed response to the target analyte, nitric oxide, as compared to sensors in solution
(red). The fluorescence quenching is delayed to twenty minutes and the recovery of the signal is delayed to
over 40 hours. (Figure from Iverson et al. [112], with permission from Springer Nature, Copyright © 2013)

1.7 Dissertation Objectives
The research reported in this dissertation aims to move SWNT-based biosensors towards
clinical application. Biocompatibility of SWNT-based sensors is a concern due to early
toxicology reports and the possibility of noncovalent functionalization of sensors leading
to removal of the SWNT wrapping, resulting in aggregation in filtering tissues. Chapter 2
of this work focuses on developing techniques to account for SWNT sensors implanted in
vivo by extracting and quantifying nanotubes from hydrogels and tissues. Chapter 3
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describes a relatively inexpensive and portable setup that demonstrated signal detection
of SWNT sensors in a large animal model for the first time. Finally, chapter 4 focuses on
the interaction between the target analyte, sensor, and hydrogel platform in order to
create a real time implantable sensor for long-term localized biosensing.
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CHAPTER 2
Novel Methods to Extract and Quantify Sensors based on Single Wall Carbon
Nanotube Fluorescence from Animal Tissue and Hydrogel-Based Platforms

2.1 Abstract
Sensors that can quickly and accurately diagnose and monitor human health are currently
at the forefront of medical research. Single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) based
optical biosensors are a growing area of research due to the high spatiotemporal
resolution of their near infrared fluorescence leading to high tissue transparency and
unparalleled sensitivity to analytes of interest. Unfortunately, due to the functionalization
requirements of SWNT-based sensors, there are concerns surrounding accumulation and
persistence when applied in vivo. In this study, we developed protocols to extract and
quantify SWNT from complex solutions and show an 89% sensor retention by hydrogel
platforms when implanted in vivo. Animal tissues of interest were also extracted and
probed for SWNT content showing no accumulation (0.03 mg L-1 SWNT detection limit).
The methods developed in this paper demonstrated one avenue for applying SWNT
sensors in vivo without concern for accumulation.

2.2 Introduction
The need for fast and accurate sensors that can detect and monitor human health has
become even more apparent in the recent months, but if a sensor is not biocompatible, it
cannot be used in humans. Without performing long-term animal studies that investigate
the impact of new sensors over multiple decades, it is possible that injected or implanted
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sensors will result in negative long-term side effects. One way to avoid this issue is to
deliver sensors in a biocompatible platform that will allow for interaction between blood
and the sensors, but not allow the sensors to be released into the blood stream or
surrounding tissue. Many types of hydrogels are known to be biocompatible and serve as
excellent platforms for sensor delivery; however, in the case of nanosensors, precise
measurements of sensor concentration pre-implantation and post-excision must be
performed to ensure retention. In this paper we will explain two new methods for analysis
of nanoparticle retention by hydrogels after in vivo implantation.
The nanoparticles used in this study are single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT),
but other nanoparticles could also be analyzed with these methods. Many nanoparticles
and nanomaterials are based on silicon and carbon, which largely form hydrophobic
complexes. The methods developed in this work rely on the hydrophobic nature of the
nanoparticles to isolate them from complex aqueous solutions for future quantification,
therefore the isolation of non-SWNT nanoparticles could be accomplished with similar
methods.
SWNT are pure carbon structures of ~1 nm in diameter with lengths varying from
~100 nm to multiple cm depending on the fabrication and functionalization
processes[122-125]. There are three distinct structures of SWNT, known as armchair,
zigzag and chiral nanotubes, but in this paper, we will be using chiral SWNT due to their
fluorescence properties. When chiral SWNT are excited by visible (~400-700 nm) light
they emit fluorescence in the near infrared (nIR) (900-1200 nm) range[24, 44, 51, 126128]. The nIR fluorescence emitted by the SWNT falls within the tissue transparency
window, wavelengths at which neither blood nor water have a high light absorbency,
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making SWNT ideal particles for in vivo applications[24, 52]. SWNT are hydrophobic
due to the aromatic carbon structure, which is not optimal for biological settings, and
requires functionalization with polar moieties if they are to be used in an aqueous
environment [17, 53, 129]. Typically, a hydrophobic particle can be conjugated with
hydrophilic components to allow for dispersion in a polar solution and increased
biocompatibility, but covalent bonds onto the SWNT surface impede fluorescence[57,
127]. Therefore, functionalization of SWNT must be accomplished via noncovalent
means in order to preserve nanotube fluorescence while allowing for suspension within
biological media[130]. This noncovalent dispersion can be accomplished by amphiphilic
molecules such as surfactants, polymers, and DNA oligos[58, 73, 79, 81, 131-134].
Functionalization of SWNT by amphiphilic molecules not only allows for
dispersion into biological media, but it also imparts selectivity by sterically hindering
interaction between biological molecules and the nanotubes. SWNT sensors for various
biological components, including insulin, glucose, nitric oxide, dopamine, and specific
RNA and DNA segments have been developed[58, 59, 61, 65, 69, 71-73, 78, 83, 87, 100,
102, 131, 135, 136]. Carbon nanotube-based fluorescence sensors are advantageous due
to the high spatiotemporal resolution they can provide and their ability to monitor
analytes over long time periods (multiple months)[68, 112, 137]. The sensors rapidly
respond to their target analyte with some predictable fluorescence modulation, including
attenuation or amplification of the intensity or a red or blue shift of the peak
wavelength[74, 99]. Following the removal of the target analyte, the SWNT sensor’s
signal returns to the initial intensity or wavelength, making SWNT a rapid and reversible
sensing platform[64, 68]. Recent advancements in SWNT sensors for in vivo
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applications, include the detection of lipid accumulation in the endolysosomal lumen of
mice, the detection of the ovarian cancer biomarker human epididymis protein 4 in mice,
the detection of nitric oxide in inflamed mouse livers, and the targeted delivery and
adherence of dopamine sensing SWNT to the motor protein kinesin-5 in developing
drosophila embryos[100, 112, 136, 138]. Unfortunately, without long-term monitoring of
subjects following these experiments, it is unknown if and where SWNT will
accumulated in the body or how potential SWNT accumulation could impact cells and
tissues if dissociated from the amphiphilic wrappings. SWNT sensors localized to a
platform that is removable and retrievable would avoid long-term exposure and
accumulation concerns.
Sensors for nitric oxide (NO), specifically SWNT wrapped with (AT)15 singlestranded DNA (ssDNA), were used to demonstrate the feasibility of novel methods for
SWNT extraction and quantification from hydrogels. NO is a biologically active
molecule known for its role in the cardiovascular system, specifically vasodilation, but it
is also a key component of the gastrointestinal tract, nervous system, and immune
system[139-142]. NO is involved in many processes, but it is not fully understood
because sensing is difficult due to the high reactivity (short half-life) and small size of the
molecule[143, 144]. With the spatiotemporal resolution of SWNT in vitro and in vivo the
roles of NO can be studied and better understood.
In this study, SWNT sensors were incorporated into alginate hydrogels, assayed
for concentration, and subcutaneously implanted into the ears of sheep. Following three
weeks in vivo, sensors were excised, and novel extraction and quantification methods
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were employed to determine SWNT retention by the hydrogels and SWNT accumulation
within the animal.

2.3 Animal Use
All animal protocols and handling were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln [Protocol No. 1751].

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 SWNT sensor fabrication

Single wall carbon nanotubes were purchased from Sigma Aldrich ((6,5) chirality,
0.7-0.9 tube diameter, carbon <95%, >93% carbon as SWNT) and ssDNA (d(AT)15
oligo) was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). SWNT sensors were
prepared according to previous experiments[58, 112, 145]. In brief, SWNT was
suspended in 1:2 mass ratio with ssDNA in normal saline. Resulting suspension was bath
sonicated (Bransonic, M2800H) for 10 minutes to separate SWNT bundles followed by
ultra-sonication with a 3 mm probe tip sonicator (QSonica Q125 Sonicator) for 40 min to
disperse individual nanotubes. The solution was then centrifuged (Beckman Coulter
Microfuge 16) for 180 min at 16100 RCF and to remove any unwrapped SWNT and the
supernatant was collected. The resulting nanotube sensor suspension was then diluted
10fold and UV/vis spectrometry (Beckman Coulter DU730) was used to determine
concentration as described previously[58].
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2.4.2 SWNT-Alginate Hydrogel

Alginate (Protanal RF 6650) was dissolved at 3% w/v in normal saline and
SWNT sensor suspension was diluted to 30 mg L-1. The two solutions were mixed to
create a final 2% alginate solution with 10 mg L-1 SWNT sensors. The resulting alginateSWNT precursor solution was filled into a 10 mm diameter dialysis membrane
(Fisherbrand, MWCO 3,500 d) to form a 10 cm long tube. The tube was then placed into
a beaker containing 0.1 M CaCl2 for crosslinking. The precursor solution was allowed to
crosslink for 24 hours in the calcium chloride solution. The tube hydrogel was removed
from the dialysis membrane and cut into 3 mm thick discs. The hydrogels were stored in
normal saline at room temperature prior to implantation.

2.4.3 Hydrogel Imaging.

SWNT-hydrogels were photographed, and fluorescence intensity was recorded
using a custom built nIR hyperspectral microscope (Photon Etc.). The custom-built
microscope excites the sample using a 2 W laser (561 nm) and records emission signal
using a volume Bragg grating to specify wavelength and an InGaAs camera to record the
signal. An in house developed script using PhySpec (microscope software) was used to
scan across the gel surface and record the intensity values for each pixel at 990 nm. The
resulting 990 nm images were stitched together in MATLAB to form an overall
fluorescence image for the gel.
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2.4.5 Implantation in sheep ears

9 wether (<1 year old, castrated male) sheep were selected to receive implants.
Hydrogels were placed subcutaneously in sheep ears by or under the supervision of a
trained veterinarian and closed with suture. Each sheep was given 2 hydrogels, one gel
containing the SWNT sensors, and one gel containing only alginate. Prior to surgery
animals were treated with sheers and commercial hair remover to remove excess
hair/wool from the implantation sites. Two pockets were created, one on each ear. The
gels were placed into the pockets and the incisions were closed.

2.4.6 Hydrogel recovery and tissue extraction.

Following a three-week period, the animals were sacrificed, and tissue was
collected in accordance with IACUC guidelines. Briefly, animals were stunned using a
pneumatic device and sacrificed by exsanguination. The ears were removed, and
hydrogels were extracted from the implantation sites. Finally, the organs were removed
from the animal and the organs of interest were collected (lungs, spleen, heart, liver, and
kidneys).
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2.4.7 Degradation of hydrogels.

Hydrogel implants were degraded to perform later experiments. Alginate
hydrogels were mixed into and incubated with alginate lyase (Sigma Aldrich, 25 U) at 37
C for 24 hours to breakdown the gel matrix. The solution was then bath sonicated for 20
minutes to break apart any remaining aggregates. The resulting solution was semi clear
and homogenous.

2.4.8 SWNT concentration of hydrogels

SWNT sensors were crashed out of the hydrogel solution using 1 M HCl to
remove ssDNA wrapping surrounding the carbon nanotubes. The unwrapped SWNT
began to form clumps due to the hydrophobic nature of the nanotubes. The solutions were
neutralized using 1 M NaOH and a pH meter to allow for the formation of SWNT pellets.
The solutions were centrifuged for 180 minutes (16,100 RCF) and the supernatant was
removed leaving behind a SWNT pellet. Nanopure water was added to the SWNT pellets
along with tip sonication (5W) followed by centrifugation. The washing step was
repeated three times to remove any remaining HCl/NaOH. Following washing step
SWNT was resuspended using (AT)15 as described previously. Resulting SWNT
solutions were analyzed using UV/Vis spectroscopy to obtain concentrations.
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2.4.9 Biodistribution of SWNT

Tissues were degraded using a similar process to hydrogel degradation. The
tissues were frozen at -20 C and 1 mL of tissue was dissected and homogenized using a
sharp blade (the process was repeated three times for each tissue using different areas).
The resulting homogenate was suspended in 3 mL of HCl to remove the ssDNA
wrapping on the carbon nanotubes. The nanotubes began to crash out of solution and
NaOH was added dropwise under the supervision of a pH meter to bring the solution to
neutral pH. The solution was then centrifuged (16,100 RCF) for 180 minutes and the
supernatant was removed. The containers were then washed three times using nanopure
water, tip sonication, and centrifugation. Finally, ssDNA was added to the containers and
the wrapping procedure for SWNT was followed. The spectra were then obtained using
Raman spectroscopy.
Briefly, a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope was used to collect sample spectra
from 190 to 3500 nm. Samples were loaded into capillary tubes and placed on the
microscope stage and a 20X objective was used to collect the signal. SWNT standard
solutions and artificially added SWNT that had been extracted from clean tissue were
analyzed to form concentration curves. Extracts from tissue homogenates were analyzed
in the same way.
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2.5 Results

2.5.1 SWNT retention by hydrogels.

SWNT sensors for nitric oxide (NO) were fabricated and quantified using UV/Vis
absorbance values that have previously been shown to accurately quantify SWNT.
SWNT wrapped with (AT)15 ssDNA have been shown to predictably respond with a
fluorescence attenuation in the presence of NO, with little to no response to the presence
of similar analytes (Figure 2-1a). The sensors were incorporated into an alginate hydrogel
platform and fluorescence imaging at 990 nm (the characteristic emission wavelength of
the 6,5 chirality SWNT) shows successful noncovalent suspension of the sensors (Figure
2-1b). Following fabrication, hydrogel sensors were implanted subcutaneously into the
ears of 14 wether (<1 year old, castrated male) sheep under the supervision of a trained
veterinarian (Figure 2-1c). Three weeks later the animals were sacrificed and tissues,
along with the hydrogels, were harvested. The tissues and hydrogels were then assayed
for SWNT content using the newly developed SWNT extraction methods.
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Figure 2-1: Overview of the sensor delivery procedure. (a) SWNT wrapped with (AT)15 act as sensors of
NO through fluorescent signal quenching, which occurs when the SWNT is exposed to NO, but does not
occur when exposed to other analytes [58, 61]. (b) Representative brightfield and fluorescent (990 nm)
images show that SWNT sensors were incorporated into alginate hydrogels while maintaining their
fluorescent properties[112, 145]. (c) SWNT loaded hydrogels were placed within an animal, monitored for
3 weeks, removed from the animal, and analyzed to determine sensor retention and tissue accumulation.

To determine nanoparticle retention by the hydrogels a new method for SWNT
extraction needed to be developed (Figure 2-2a). The hydrogels were digested using
alginate lyase to release the SWNT sensors from the alginate matrix, leaving them
suspended in a complex solution. To remove the SWNT from the degraded hydrogel
components, the DNA wrapping was removed to take advantage of the hydrophobic
nature of the nanotubes. DNA removal from the SWNT was performed through the
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addition of 1 M HCl, causing the hydrophobic SWNT to aggregate. This was followed by
the dropwise addition of 1 M NaOH to neutralize the solution. The solution was then
centrifuged to create a SWNT pellet that is separate from the hydrogel components. The
pellet was then resuspended by wrapping with DNA in normal saline and quantified
through UV/Vis and Raman spectroscopy.
UV/Vis spectroscopy is the accepted method of quantification for freshly wrapped
SWNT sensors, with the absorbance value of the sensors at the 632 nm valley used to
calculate SWNT concentration[58]. Unfortunately, when SWNT is removed from the
hydrogels, the 632 nm value is obstructed by absorbance from residual hydrogel
components, which can be seen when comparing a SWNT solution with and without
degraded hydrogel components. A solution of 5 mg L-1 SWNT sensors with degraded
hydrogel components appears to have a concentration similar to a clean 10 mg L-1 SWNT
sensor solution when using the 632 nm value. We determined that the 990 nm value can
be used instead of the 632 nm value to quantify the solution, as it is in a portion of the
spectrum that experiences less interference from the hydrogel components. When
comparing the 5 mg L-1 SWNT sensor solution that is with degraded hydrogel
components to a clean 5 mg L-1 SWNT sensor solution, the 990 nm values match (Figure
2-2b). This comparison of SWNT concentrations using the 990 nm value was performed
on numerous concentrations of SWNT and was found to remain consistent (Figure 2-2
c,d).
To ensure NO exposure from the in vivo implantation did not alter measured
UV/Vis spectra, SWNT solutions were exposed to NO and assayed to determine if their
990 nm value was altered (Figure 2-2e). The addition of NO did not alter the UV/Vis
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spectra or the concentration curve, indicating in vivo NO exposure will not alter the
ability to quantify the SWNT within the hydrogels.
As a secondary method of SWNT concentration analysis, samples were analyzed
with Raman spectroscopy. The standard method of SWNT quantification, analysis of the
G peak, was used to create a concentration curve of the SWNT after removal from
hydrogels, again comparing it to clean SWNT and SWNT exposed to NO (Figure 2-2f).
All three samples resulted in similar concentration curves relating the G peak intensity to
SWNT concentration for SWNT ranging from 1 mg L-1 to 10 mg L-1.
Hydrogels that were extracted from the sheep’s ears following 21 days post
implantation were analyzed using this new extraction process and were assayed for
concentration using UV/Vis and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 2-2g). SWNT-Alginate
hydrogels that were originally made with 10 mg L-1 SWNT contained 8.9 mg L-1 SWNT
after removal from the sheep. The non-SWNT control gels resulted in a small, nonsignificant signal.
The observed decrease in SWNT concentration from the initial concentration
when the hydrogels were implanted to the concentration post sacrifice is hypothesized to
be due to the physical extraction of the hydrogels from the tissue. Handling and sacrifice
of larger animals like sheep is less controlled than rodents in the laboratory setting, and it
is possible that handling of the sheep led to tearing of the hydrogels in vivo. While the
majority of the hydrogels were recovered and subject to the SWNT extraction process, it
is possible small parts of the hydrogel were damaged during the sacrifice and hydrogel
retrieval process and not recovered with the rest of the gel.
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Figure 2-2: Extraction of nanoparticles from hydrogel platform. (a) A schematic depicting the novel SWNT
extraction method shows the degradation of the hydrogels, the unwrapping of the SWNT and their isolation
from the solution. (b) UV/Vis spectroscopy shows spectra of SWNT with degraded hydrogel components
compared to clean SWNT solutions. Analysis of the widely used 632 nm value provides inaccurate
quantification of the hydrogel associated SWNT, but the 990 nm value provides accurate quantification
(means are shown; n= 3). (c, d) Various concentrations of SWNT spectra from the UV/Vis was collected to
create a concentration curve correlating 990 nm value and SWNT concentration of clean and hydrogel
associated nanoparticles (means are shown for c; means ± S.E. are shown for d; n= 3; P> 0.05; two-sided ttest, R2 > 0.99). (e) Samples exposed to NO undergo fluorescence attenuation, but UV/Vis spectroscopy
absorbance values were unaffected (means ± S.E. are shown; n= 3; P> 0.05; two-sided t-test, R2 > 0.99). (f)
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Raman spectroscopy served as a secondary method for quantification of SWNT extracted from the
hydrogels by demonstrating that the G peak of hydrogel associate, clean and NO exposed SWNT did not
differ (means ± S.E. are shown; n= 3; P> 0.05; one-way ANOVA, R2 > 0.99). (g) Both methods of SWNT
quantification were used to quantify the SWNT extracted from the implanted hydrogels. It was found that
gels initially containing 10 mg L-1 SWNT contained 8.9 mg L-1 and the control, non-SWNT gels showed a
non-significant signal (means ± S.E. are shown; n= 9; *P= 1 x 10 -11; two-sided t-test).

2.5.2 Biodistribution of SWNT.

As previously stated, SWNT aggregation in cells and tissues remains a concern
when using SWNT-based sensors in vivo. Tissues were harvested from sheep 21 days
post implantation in order to assess whether or not a detectable amount of SWNT had left
the hydrogel platforms and aggregated in the tissue. The excised tissues were assayed for
SWNT concentration following a similar extraction method to the extraction method used
for the hydrogels (Figure 2-3a). The tissue was frozen, to allow for better
homogenization, before being homogenized and placed in HCl, which degraded the tissue
and remove the ssDNA wrapping from the SWNT. As shown in figure 2-2, the hydrogel
platforms were successful in retaining the majority of the SWNT that they initially
contained, so Raman spectroscopy, which is able to detect much lower concentrations of
SWNT than UV/Vis (detection limit of approximately 0.3 mg L-1), was used to analyze
these samples. We were able to reproducibly detect concentrations of SWNT in solution
as low as 0.03 mg L-1 (Figure 2-3b), which is in accordance with previously published
report on SWNT circulation and fate[137]. Control samples of tissue with varying
concentrations of SWNT were subjected to the extraction protocol and a standard curve
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was developed for both the SWNT solutions exposed to degraded tissue and the clean
SWNT solutions (Figure 3c). We found that there is no significant difference in the
Raman spectrum or values for the two types of samples (Figure 2-3c). Blood, heart,
kidney, liver, lung, and pancreas tissue harvested from the sheep post-sacrifice were
processed and analyzed as described above and it was found that there was no detectable
concentration of SWNT in any of the samples (Figure 2-3d).
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Figure 2-3: Determination of biodistribution of nanoparticles. (a) a schematic depicting the process for the
extraction of SWNT from tissue. (b) Raman spectra for varying concentrations of SWNT show that there is
a decrease in G peak values with a decrease in SWNT concentration, this data was used to create a
concentration curve for SWNT in solution (blue dots/line in c) (means are shown; n= 3) (c) a concentration
curve was developed to compare the detection of SWNT in solution (blue) and SWNT exposed to degraded
tissue (red) using Raman spectroscopy (means ± S.E. are shown; n= 3; P> 0.05; two-sided t-test). (d)
Harvested tissues were subjected to the SWNT extraction method and the resulting solutions were analyzed
with Raman spectroscopy. No SWNT signal was detected for any of the tissue harvested from the animals
(means are shown; n= 3).

2.6 Discussion
Fluorescent SWNT sensors provide unparalleled spatiotemporal resolution for biological
analytes and are a promising new class of biosensors, but toxicity concerns have plagued
the SWNT sensor field for years due to the unknown long-term risks associated with free
SWNT being localized within various tissues[137]. By using a stable SWNT platform, it
is possible to remove and replace implants as needed without concern of sensor leeching
leading to SWNT accumulation and potential health hazards. This study was performed
on animals that had hydrogels implanted for 21 days, but it is possible that even longerterm health monitoring could be performed with these platforms, since detection of in
vivo, hydrogel encapsulated SWNT sensors has been shown for 300 days in previous
studies [60].
Functionalized SWNT have been employed in numerous biological systems,
especially in the last few years [73, 78, 79, 83, 85, 88, 97-99, 101], but a large animal
study demonstrating SWNT retention has not been performed. One difficulty associated
with large animal research is that the preferred method of minor surgical procedures, such
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as subcutaneous implantations, is to have the animal conscious, leading to a wide range
of issues that do not occur when working with anesthetized rodents. Other issues that
may have impeded SWNT sensor testing in large animals in the past is the need for large
animal housing, veterinary care, and sacrifice facilities. As one of the leaders in
agriculture and animal research, the University of Nebraska has access to state-of-the-art
facilities for large animal care, making this research possible for the first time.
The sheep model used in this study is advantageous to the highly used rodent
models found in the literature because sheep more closely model humans. Not only are
the physiology and genetics of sheep more similar to humans, but also the relative size of
the animals is more similar to humans. Detection of fluorescent probes in rodents and in
larger animals is mostly dependent on the detection scheme and the amounts of probe
required for successful signal detection in either case is similar. Due to the dramatic
difference in size of the two models, the relative concentrations of fluorescent probe to
animal are drastically different between sheep and rodents. The sheep better model the
“dose” of sensors that would be required for use in humans and allow insight into fate of
SWNT sensors for larger animal systems.
The experiments performed here have shown that SWNT-hydrogel platforms are
capable of retaining the majority of the initially incorporated nanoparticles and that there
is no detectable aggregation of nanotubes present in key tissues. The hydrogel platforms
used in this study can easily be adapted for use with SWNT sensors for alternate analytes
and even for different types of nanoparticles. SWNT sensors for insulin, glucose, nitric
oxide, dopamine, and specific RNA and DNA segments, [58, 59, 61, 65, 69, 71-73, 78,
83, 87, 100, 131, 135, 136] already exist, and SWNT sensors for other analytes are
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currently being developed by multiple researchers, resulting in a large number of analytes
that could potentially be monitored.
Translation of technologies to humans is always at the forefront of biomedical
engineering. The methods developed in this research have an immediate impact on the
SWNT sensor community as it allows researchers an avenue for measuring the fate of
nanoparticles in a large animal, alleviating toxicity concerns and moving the sensors one
step closer to clinical use. Localized SWNT sensors could eliminate the need for patient
samples such as blood draws, as the SWNT sensors could provide real time
measurements of various analytes in blood or specific tissues. In the future, SWNT
sensors could be combined with wearable technology and provide early detection of
biomarkers for many disease states as the only requirements for operation would be
excitation and emission collection.
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CHAPTER 3
Detection of Single Walled Carbon Nanotube Based Sensors in a Large Mammal

3.1 Abstract
High resolution, rapid, and precise detection of biological analytes related to disease and
infection is currently the focus of many researchers. Better biosensors could lead to
earlier detection, more avenues of intervention, and higher efficacy of therapeutics, which
would lead to better outcomes for all patients. One class of biosensors, single walled
carbon nanotubes, is unique due to their nanoscale resolution, single molecule sensitivity,
and reversibility for long term applications. While these biosensors have been successful
in rodent models, to date, no study has shown successful sensor detection in a large
animal. In this study, we show the first successful signal detection of single walled
carbon nanotube-based sensors in a large mammal model. Using a relatively simple and
cost-effective system, we were able to detect signals in nearly 70% of the sheep used in
the study, marking an important steppingstone towards the use of SWNT-based sensors
for clinical diagnostics.

3.2 Introduction
Translation of biosensors capable of efficient, facile, and rapid testing of key analytes to
clinical use has the opportunity to save lives and curb infection.[146] Single walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNT) have seen an exponential rise in biosensing applications in
recent years.[74, 89, 147-149] SWNT-based optical biosensors allow researchers to
develop detection schemes with unparalleled spatial and temporal resolution, and highly
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stable fluorescence in the near infrared (nIR) range allows for long term detection in a
biological medium capable of single molecule detection.[61, 79, 82]
The outstanding optical properties of SWNT are due to the unique nature of their
electronic structure.[44, 49, 127] Perturbation of dielectric environment along the onedimensional carbon structures results in predictable fluorescence modulations.[76, 131,
134] Noncovalent functionalization of SWNT can control the observed fluorescence
shifts to occur only in the presence of specific molecules.[66]
The SWNT sensor library is rapidly growing and now includes sensors for HIV,
neurotransmitters, glucose, insulin, free radicals, ovarian cancer biomarkers, and many
more key analytes.[78, 83, 100, 135, 150] Most recently, a SWNT-based sensor for the
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein has been developed.[151] Long-term monitoring of these key
biological analytes could provide important health information for better patient
outcomes. To this end, in vivo monitoring via SWNT biosensors has been shown in mice
for 300 days with no adverse effects.[112] However, translation to larger animal models
has remained elusive to the community primarily because nanotechnology laboratories
and equipment are not designed to house, handle, and monitor large animals.
In this study SWNT were functionalized with d(AT)15 to create a sensor for nitric
oxide (NO) before being incorporated into the matrix of alginate hydrogels. The sensor
encapsulated hydrogels were subcutaneously implanted into the ears of 14 male sheep
and detected with an nIR spectrometer and a noncoherent light source (Figure 3-1).
Signal detection was shown in a large animal model for the first time using a simple,
inexpensive setup and a small amount of sensor. These results are a key step towards
clinical use of SWNT sensors.
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Figure 3-1: Study overview. SWNT sensors for nitric oxide were successfully incorporated into alginate
hydrogels and a photograph next to a fluorescence image taken a 990 nm (the characteristic wavelength for
6,5 AT15 SWNT sensors) can be seen. Fluorescence signal detection in vivo was accomplished using a
noncoherent light source and a nIR spectrometer.

3.3 Animal Use
All animal protocols and handling were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln [Protocol No. 1751].

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 SWNT Sensor Fabrication

Single wall carbon nanotubes were purchased from Sigma Aldrich ((6,5) chirality,
0.7-0.9 tube diameter, carbon <95%, >93% carbon as SWNT) and ssDNA (d(AT)15
oligo) was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). SWNT sensors were
prepared according to previous experiments. In brief, SWNT was suspended in 1:2 mass
ratio with ssDNA in normal saline. Resulting suspension was bath sonicated (Bransonic,
M2800H) for 10 minutes to separate SWNT bundles followed by ultra-sonication with a
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3 mm probe tip sonicator (QSonica Q125 Sonicator) for 40 min to disperse individual
nanotubes. The solution was then centrifuged (Beckman Coulter Microfuge 16) for 180
min at 16100 RCF and to remove any unwrapped SWNT and the supernatant was
collected. The resulting nanotube sensor suspension was then diluted 10fold and UV/vis
spectrometry (Beckman Coulter DU730) was used to determine concentration as
described previously.

3.4.2 SWNT/Alginate Hydrogel

Alginate (Protanal RF 6650) was dissolved at 3% w/v in normal saline and
SWNT sensor suspension was diluted to 30 mg L-1. The two solutions were mixed to
create a final 2% alginate solution with 10 mg L-1 SWNT sensors. The resulting alginateSWNT precursor solution was filled into a 10 mm diameter dialysis membrane
(Fisherbrand, MWCO 3,500 d) to form a 10 cm long tube. The tube was then placed into
a beaker containing 0.1 M CaCl2 for crosslinking. The precursor solution was allowed to
crosslink for 24 hours in the calcium chloride solution. The tube hydrogel was removed
from the dialysis membrane and cut into 3 mm thick discs. The hydrogels were stored in
normal saline at room temperature prior to implantation.

3.4.3 Microscope Fluorescence Measurements

A custom built nIR hyperspectral microscope (Photon Etc.) was used to obtain
spectra for each individual pixel in the viewing window. In brief, an upright microscope
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was modified with a 561 nm laser excitation source and an InGaAs camera array detector
coupled with a volume Bragg grating to collect sample emission. Samples were placed
under the 5x objective and excited with the 561 nm laser (~500 mW at the sample) and
the resulting fluorescence was passed through a high pass filter to the volume Bragg
grating where wavelength was specified. The InGaAs camera array collected the
emission data and passed it on to the PhySpec software (Photon Etc.) where the signals
were processed. All post processing of data cubes was done using MATLAB.

3.4.4 Quenching Experiments

Nitric oxide gas was bubbled into deoxygenated saline by first bubbling argon gas
through the solution using airtight caps and needles. Following deoxygenation, nitric
oxide was bubbled slowly for 20 minutes and the resulting NO solution was assayed for
concentration using horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The stock solution was then divided
into deoxygenated flasks and, using deoxygenated saline, diluted to the concentrations
used in experiments.

3.4.5 Spectrometer Fluorescence Detection

An nIR spectrometer (B&W Tec) was used to collect average fluorescence
intensity in the viewing window. A noncoherent light source (ThorLabs) was used to
excite samples by using a liquid light guide fit with a lowpass (850 nm cutoff) filter to
decrease noise. Sample emission was collected using a collimator connected to the nIR
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spectrometer via fiber optic and the angle between the collector and light guide was 180
degrees unless otherwise specified.

3.4.6 In Vivo Study

Wethers (<1 year old male sheep) were sheared, and a topical hair remover was
used to clear implantation sites on ears. Under the supervision of trained veterinarians,
local anesthetic was applied and subcutaneous implantation of the SWNT hydrogels was
accomplished. Following a weeklong recovery period, animals were isolated using a
trimming deck and the hydrogels were probed for signals using the nIR spectrometer and
noncoherent light source.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Microscope Characterization of Hydrogels

SWNT sensors were encapsulated within alginate hydrogels that were then placed
in the animal model. Previous research has shown that changes in hydrogel conformation
can lead to changes in sensor function, so the newly developed SWNT-hydrogels needed
to be characterized. Hyperspectral microscopy was used to quantify fluorescence
intensity from the SWNT within the hydrogels. Figure 3-2 describes the fluorescent
properties of SWNT/Alginate hydrogels versus SWNT alone and the fluorescence
attenuation in the presence of the target analyte, nitric oxide (NO). Figure 3-2a shows the
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incorporation of SWNT into alginate hydrogels (blue) does not significantly alter the
fluorescence signal of the sensors when compared to SWNT alone (red). Comparison of
the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) for the 990 nm peak reveals no significant
difference between SWNT alone (28.6 nm) and SWNT/Alginate (28.2 nm). Figure 32b/3-2c show the response of SWNT sensors alone or incorporated into alginate have a
similar response to the addition of the same concentration of NO. After confirming that
the alginate was not interfering with the function of the sensors, a concentration curve
was developed using the fluorescence quenching percentage versus NO concentration
(Figure 3-2d). The response of the sensors to the addition of NO is dose dependent, with
each concentration of NO resulting in a statistically different quenching response when
compared to all other treatments (n =9, p<0.05).
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Figure 3-2: Fluorescence characteristics of SWNT hydrogels via hyperspectral microscope detection.
SWNT sensors incorporated into alginate hydrogels do not experience a significant signal modulation and
(a) spectra of free-floating SWNT sensors (red) (FWHM = 28.6 nm) and SWNT sensors incorporated into
an alginate hydrogel (blue) (FWHM = 28.2 nm) shows little difference in signal intensity without shifting
or changing peak location. SWNT sensors exposed to NO will experience fluorescence attenuation and (b)
spectra of SWNT sensors (red) and SWNT sensors after adding NO (red dashed) shows a significant signal
quenching. Incorporation of SWNT in alginate hydrogels does not alter sensor responsiveness to NO and
(c) spectra of SWNT incorporated in alginate before (blue) and after NO addition (blue dashed) show a
similar signal quenching the free-floating sensors. The response of SWNT sensors to NO is dose dependent
as more analyte will cause a larger quench of the signal and (d) a plot of NO concentration versus
percentage of signal quenched shows a direct relationship (n = 9, mean ± SEM, p <0.05).
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3.5.2 Spectrometer Characterization of Hydrogels

The hyperspectral setup is not portable and cannot accommodate large animals,
therefore a more portable and versatile detection method had to be developed. Using a
noncoherent light source and an nIR spectrometer, high-resolution, spectral detection of
SWNT sensors can be accomplished. SWNT/Alginate hydrogel fluorescence properties
were characterized using the setup and the results were compared to the hyperspectral
microscope results. Figure 3-3a shows the comparison of SWNT alone (red) and
SWNT/Alginate (blue) on both the microscope (solid lines) and on the large animal
signal detection setup (dotted lines). The microscope uses a 561 nm laser for excitation
which is the characteristic excitation wavelength of the 6,5 chirality of SWNT, whereas
the spectrometer uses a noncoherent light source which excites over most visible
wavelengths. Since purification by chirality is difficult, the samples used in this study
were not composed entirely of 6,5 chirality SWNT and contained trace amounts of other
SWNT chiralities. As the excitation source wavelength range is broadened, the SWNT of
different chiralities were excited to a larger extent and contribute more to the overall
spectra. Despite this change, the shape of the 6,5 chirality SWNT peak at 990 nm was not
altered between setups. Since the function of the sensors relies solely on the 6,5 chirality
fluorescence emission and this peak was not altered, the sensors function similarly
between detection schemes. After validating the detection scheme a dose dependent
concentration curve was developed using the SWNT/Alginate hydrogels and varying NO
concentrations. Figure 3-3b shows a similar to the curve obtained from the microscope
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setup (Figure 3-2d), with each NO concentration resulting in a statistically unique
quenching response from all other treatments (n=9, p<0.05).

3.5.3 In Vivo Parameters

In order to ensure the highest intensity fluorescence in vivo without causing harm
to the animals, the light source power was optimized. A tissue phantom (sheep ear) was
used to determine the highest possible light source intensity and exposure time that could
be used in the study without irritating the skin. Figure 3-3c shows the results of varying
the two parameters with a “+” indicating signs of skin irritation, and a “-” indicating no
skin irritation. The highest light source power that resulted in no irritation was 75% at 1
second exposure time which is compared to the signal collected at 100% power and 1
second exposure time in figure 3-3d. The signal is decreased using the lower power, but it
the intensity still allows for signal detection.
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Figure 3-3: Detection method validation. In order to validate the newly employed detection scheme for the
in vivo experiment, comparison to the previously published method of detection was performed. Free
floating SWNT sensor signals (red) (a) were compared to SWNT incorporated in alginate hydrogel signals
(blue) for both the hyperspectral microscope (solid) and the spectrometer (dashed). The SWNT hydrogel
signal was probed for response to NO (b) and showed a similar quenching response to the microscope (n =
9, mean ± SEM, p <0.05). The light source intensity (c) was adjusted to optimize signal without damaging
skin and spectra (d) for the optimized light source intensity was compared to the maximum intensity.

3.5.4 In Vivo Detection

Tissue phantoms (sheep ears) were used to show successful detection of
SWNT/Alginate hydrogels in situ and NO was added to the phantoms to ensure that
sensor function was not unaltered. In Figure 3-4a, images at 990 nm are displayed next to
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a photograph of an implanted SWNT/Alginate hydrogel showing fluorescence from the
gel when compared to background tissue. After confirmation of gel detection in situ, a
dose dependent concentration curve was collected for NO in the tissue phantoms, once
again showing a statistically unique quenching response to each NO concentration when
compared to all others (Figure 3-4b, n=9, p<0.05). The concentration curve is similar to
the two previously collected curves for the SWNT/Alginate hydrogels in saline with the
microscope and the spectrometer (Figures 3-2d and 3-3b): however, the quenching
responses for each concentration are slightly decreased in situ. The quenching
experiments in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 were accomplished using well plates with precisely
defined volumes, whereas the in situ experiments were performed in subcutaneous
pockets of less controlled volumes. After showing the signal and detection properties of
the SWNT/Alginate hydrogels was unaffected by implantation in sheep ears ex vivo, the
sensors were analyzed in vivo. SWNT/Alginate hydrogels were implanted into the ears of
14 wether (<1 year old, castrated) sheep. Following one week of recovery the sheep were
individually moved from their pens and restrained on a trim stand. Signals were detected
for 9 of the 14 animals used in this study and Figure 3-4c shows a representative
spectrum of the detected signals. It is interesting to note the 6,5 chirality peak at 990 nm
appears to be attenuated compared to signals collected in the lab (using the other chirality
peaks as a reference), and it is hypothesized this attenuation is due to endogenous NO.
Detection of the SWNT/Alginate hydrogels in this study marks the first successful in vivo
detection of SWNT signals in a large animal.
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Figure 3-4: In vivo detection. SWNT/Alginate hydrogels (a) were implanted into ear phantoms and a
photograph is displayed next to a fluorescent image at 990 nm showing successful detection. The
SWNT/Alginate hydrogel response to NO (b) was probed and found to show a similar dose dependent
sensor response to NO concentration (n = 9, mean ± SEM, p <0.05). Animals received SWNT hydrogel
implants and following a healing period the gels were probed for SWNT fluorescence. The spectrum in c is
a representative spectrum of the signals that were detected in 9 of the 14 animals used in this study.

3.6 Discussion
The data presented in this study marks the first successful detection of a SWNT sensor
signal in a large animal. It is an important step towards the use of the versatile and
powerful sensors in humans. Signal detection was accomplished using a simple detection
scheme of a noncoherent light source and an nIR spectrometer, both of which are
relatively inexpensive, have a small footprint, and can be easily transported to the
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location of the animal. The amount of SWNT needed to obtain a signal in the large
animal was very small compared to the size of the animal, with 89% of the SWNT
retained in the hydrogels over a 21-day period, mitigating concerns of possible long-term
toxicity.[152] Sensor signal remained detectable even at low light source intensities and
further optimization of excitation light to a narrower bandwidth could allow for higher
fluorescence intensity values with less concern of skin irritation. As the world is
becoming more focused on the need for continuous sensing, the placement of the SWNT
sensor into a large animal model is an important step towards the translation of this
technology in humans.
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CHAPTER 4
Implantable Nanotube Sensor Platform for Rapid Analyte Detection

4.1 Abstract
The use of nanoparticles within living systems is a growing field, but the long-term
effects of introducing nanoparticles to a biological system are unknown. If nanoparticles
remain localized after in vivo implantation unanticipated side effects due to unknown
biodistribution can be avoided. Unfortunately, stabilization and retention of nanoparticles
frequently alters their function.[153] In this work multiple hydrogel platforms are
developed to look at long term localization of nanoparticle sensors with the goal of
developing a sensor platform that will stabilize and localize the nanoparticles without
altering their function. Two different hydrogel platforms are presented, one with a liquid
core of sensors and another with sensors decorating the hydrogel’s exterior, that are
capable of localizing the nanoparticles without inhibiting their function. With the use of
these new hydrogel platforms nanoparticle sensors can be easily implanted in vivo and
utilized without concerns of nanoparticle impact on the animal.

4.2 Introduction
Nanoparticles are attractive sensors for in vivo research due to their small size and large
variability in sensing capabilities. Single wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) sensors are of
particular interest for in vivo research due to their photostability, emission wavelength
and biocompatibility.[51-53, 154] SWNT have been shown to maintain their fluorescent
signal over an extended period of time despite exposure to light,[134] fluoresce in the
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near infrared (nIR) region, where minimal light is absorbed by blood and water,[49] and
be biocompatible for both in vitro and in vivo applications.[137, 155-164]
Despite their many advantages, there are drawbacks in the use of SWNT in vivo.
One complication for SWNT sensors is that fluorescent signals lose intensity as they
travel through multiple layers of cells/tissue.[165] Another complicating factor is that due
to their small size, SWNT sensors that are placed subcutaneously will diffuse away from
the region of interest. The diffusion of the subcutaneous sensors occurs in a non-uniform,
non-reproducible manner, making them difficult to use for long-term detection. Because
of these limiting factors, the localization of SWNT sensors to a deliverable and
implantable platform is required to improve long term sensing capabilities.
Hydrogels have been shown to be biocompatible, maintain stability, and allow
light penetration, making them ideal candidates for a sensor delivery platform.[157, 165168] An alginate hydrogel was developed to localize (AAAT)7 wrapped SWNT (a nitric
oxide sensor) in a mouse model and was shown to be stable for 300 days following
subcutaneous implantation.[157] The encapsulation of the sensor within the hydrogel did
not change the specificity of the sensor, but it did alter the rate of detection and
recovery.[157] It is hypothesized that the rate change occurred due to interactions of the
SWNT’s single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) wrapping with the gel matrix. In this paper we
will utilize new methods for SWNT sensor stabilization to determine which of these
factors is responsible for altering sensing rates while developing a biocompatible,
implantable system to localize nanoparticles without altering their intrinsic properties.
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4.3 Methods

4.3.1 (AT)15 Wrapped SWNT

SWNT purchased from Sigma Aldrich ((6,5) chirality, 0.7-0.9 tube diameter,
carbon <95 %, >93% carbon as SWNT) was suspended with a d(AT)15 or a biotinmodified d(AT)15 sequence of ssDNA (Integrated DNA Technologies) using previously
developed methods.[150, 153] Briefly, SWNT and ssDNA were added in a 2:1
DNA:SWNT mass ratio to NaCl in nanopure water (0.1 M) (normal saline). The
suspension was sonicated for 20 minutes with a bath sonicator (Bransonic, M2800H)
followed by ultrasonication with a 3 mm probe tip sonicator (QSonica Q125 Sonicator)
for 40 minutes. Suspension was centrifuged (Beckman Coulter Microfuge 16) for 180
min at 16,100 RCF and the supernatant was collected and stored at 4 C. Concentration of
the SWNT-ssDNA solution was obtained via UV-Vis (Beckman Coulter, DU 730) and
diluted with normal saline to obtain experimental concentrations.[150]

4.3.2

Fabrication of Alginate/SWNT Composite Hydrogel (AC)

SWNT sensors were encapsulated within alginate as previously described.[120,
153] Briefly, d(AT)15–SWNT suspension (10 mg L-1) was added to alginate (NovaMatrix, PRONOVA SLM 20, 3% w/v) to form a final 2% w/v alginate solution.
Alginate-SWNT suspension was crosslinked by BaCl2 in nanopure water (0.1 M) (BaCl2
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solution) in dialysis tubes (Thermo Scientific, Slide-A-Lyzer 2000 MWCO). Hydrogels
were stored in normal saline at 37 C.

4.3.3

Fabrication of Alginate Liquid-Core Hydrogel (ALC)

SWNT sensor solution was encapsulated in alginate (Nova-Matrix, PRONOVA
SLM 20) using three square molds (Stratasys Objet500 3D printer, material: RGD450)
(see Supplemental figure 4-6). SWNT-ssDNA (30 mg L-1) was deposited into mold 1 and
frozen at -80 C. BaCl2 was deposited into mold 2 and frozen at -80 C to form two BaCl2
halves. Frozen SWNT was placed between BaCl2 halves and stored at -80 C. Mold 3
was partially filled with 2% w/v alginate and SWNT-BaCl2 core was placed on top of the
alginate. Mold 3 was filled with 2% w/v alginate and crosslinked in a BaCl2 bath.
Hydrogels were either unaltered or trimmed to 8 mm x 8 mm x 8 mm. Hydrogels were
stored in normal saline at 37 C.

4.3.4

Fabrication of Hyaluronic Acid Liquid-Core Hydrogel (HALC)

SWNT sensor solution was encapsulated with methacrylated hyaluronic acid
(HA) via extrusion printing (EnvisionTec, 3D-Bioplotter). HA and gelatin (Nova-Matrix,
Pharma grade 80, Sigma-Aldrich, Gelatin from bovine skin) were dissolved separately at
5% w/v in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Methacrylic anhydride was added to HA and
gelatin solutions and allowed to react for 6- and 1-hour periods, respectively. Resulting
solutions were dialyzed against nanopure H2O for 3 days and solutions were lyophilized.
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Hydrogel precursor solution was prepared by dissolving methacrylated HA and
methacrylated gelatin at 5% w/v in H2O and adding a photoiniator at 0.5% w/v to induce
crosslinking of polymer strands. A 1x1cm square containing a square compartment was
developed with CAD (Autodesk, AutoCAD) and imported to the Bioplotter. Hyaluronic
acid was loaded into the bioplotter extrusion head and the design was printed with UV
crosslinking during a 30 second pausing after every second layer. After formation of the
compartment, but before the top of the hydrogel was printed, a frozen SWNT solution (10
mg L-1) square was deposited into the void. Solution was frozen in order to provide
structural support for final two layers prior to crosslinking. After the final two layers of
HA were deposited on top of the compartment, the entire hydrogel was crosslinked with
UV light for 60 minutes. An identical procedure was followed for a second design
consisting of a 1 cm x 1 cm square with two smaller rectangular compartments.
Hydrogels were stored in normal saline at 37 C.

4.3.5

Fabrication of Surface-Tethered Alginate Hydrogel (STA)

A previously published procedure by Sultzbaugh and Speaker[169] was altered to
tether the SWNT sensors externally to an alginate gel. Alginate was crosslinked for 24
hours with spermine (1% w/v) in HCl solution (0.2 M) (Sigma-Aldrich) using dialysis
tubes (Thermo Scientific, Slide-A-Lyzer 2000 MWCO). Hydrogels were placed in an
EDC/NHSS/Avidin (Sigma-Aldrich, N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N'-ethylcarbodiimide,
N-Hydroxysuccinimide, Avidin from egg white, 4 µM) bath for 16 hours at 37 C
followed by a 16 hour biotinylated SWNT-d(AT)15 (10 mg L-1) bath at 37 C. Ratios of
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1:0, 2:1, and 1:1 biotin-modified d(AT)15 to d(AT)15 were used for the SWNT bath.
Hydrogels were stored in normal saline at 37 C.

4.3.6

Hydrogel Stability

Hydrogel/sensor complexes were tested for stability by measuring size, sensor
leaching, and fluorescence intensity at 990 nm. At days 0, 7, 14, 28, and 56 the normal
saline bath in which the hydrogels were incubated was removed and analyzed via UV-Vis
(Beckman Coulter, DU 730) to find the concentration of all SWNT, either fluorescent or
non-fluorescent, in the solution.[150] An electronic caliper (Fisher Scientific, Traceable
digital caliper) was used to precisely measure the dimensions of the hydrogels. Images of
hydrogel platforms were captured to determine largescale physical degradation.
Fluorescence intensity of the hydrogel/SWNT complex was determined using a custombuilt near IR (nIR) hyperspectral microscope, similar to a previously developed
system.[170] Briefly, samples were excited by a 561 nm laser, emission passed twice
through a volume Bragg grating to reduce bandwidth and specify wavelength, and
intensity was recorded pixel-by-pixel with an InGaAs camera (Xenics, Xeva-1.7-320
TE3).

4.3.7

Sensor Response to Analyte

Sensitivity and reactivity of the hydrogel sensors to an analyte was determined
using the custom-built nIR microscope. NO solution was created by bubbling gas through
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an oxygen free, gastight flask containing normal saline and concentration was determined
by electrochemical probe. Resulting NO solution was diluted to 600 µM in preparation for
addition to sensing platforms. NO solution was delivered (10% v/v, final concentration of
60 µM) to each sample via gastight syringe and distance between injection and hydrogel
was kept consistent. The fluorescence was continuously monitored for 10 minutes at 5
frames per second. An in-house developed program was used to analyze sample intensity
over time. Sensitivity of each new hydrogel platform was compared to the previously
employed AC hydrogels and free floating (AT)15-SWNT in normal saline (FF SWNT)
(10mg L-1) to determine effectiveness of platform design on reactivity of sensors to the
target analyte.

4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1

Hydrogel Sensor Development

The three new hydrogel platforms, along with the previously developed alginate
composite hydrogel (AC), were fabricated and observed for changes in size and
fluorescence intensity (a schematic of hydrogel fabrication is presented in Supplementary
figure 4-7). Figure 4-1 (a-d) shows representative images of the four types of sensor
platforms with an accompanying image showing the SWNT intensity. The SWNT
fluorescence images were recorded across the nIR spectrum, but only the intensity at 990
nm, the characteristic fluorescence wavelength for 6,5 SWNT, was extracted and
displayed (for full spectra see Supplementary figure 4-8). The 990 nm images allow
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conclusions about the homogeneity of SWNT distribution within each hydrogel to be
drawn by highlighting major differences in fluorescence intensity, a more even color
throughout the image indicates even SWNT distribution whereas appearance of dark red
color indicates high aggregation of sensors compared to the hydrogel as a whole. AC
(Figure 4-1a) and surface-tethered alginate hydrogels (STA) (Figure 4-1d) display 990
nm fluorescence evenly across the gel, while alginate liquid-core (ALC) (Figure 4-1c)
and hyaluronic acid liquid-core (HALC) (Figure 4-1b) hydrogels show 990 nm
fluorescence localized to central compartments. Emission at 990 nm indicates SWNT
sensors were successfully incorporated in each hydrogel platform.
The ALC hydrogels exhibit a non-uniformity in SWNT dispersion, indicated by
the dark red spot in the core, whereas the other three gels repeatedly demonstrate even
SWNT fluorescence intensity throughout the region of interest. Because of the lack of
uniformity and reproducibility the ALC hydrogels are not ideal for future in vivo use.
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Figure 4-1: Representative photographs of the four types of hydrogel-SWNT sensor platforms with
accompanying fluorescence image at 990 nm. Images depicting fluorescence intensity of the SWNT
sensors are shown with red representing the highest intensity and blue representing the lowest intensity
normalized to each image. Fluorescence images confirm association of SWNT sensors into hydrogel
platforms. a) Alginate composite: AC, hydrogels show intensity spread across the entirety of the gel; b)
hyaluronic acid liquid-core: HALC hydrogels show an even distribution of intensity within the core and
little to no fluorescence outside of the core (edges); c) alginate liquid-core: ALC hydrogels did show
fluorescence only within the core, but fluorescence is not well distributed; and d) surface-tethered alginate:
STA hydrogels show and even distribution of fluorescence across the gel.

4.4.2

Hydrogel Sensor Stability

The AC hydrogel has previously been shown to maintain its stability when
implanted subcutaneously in a mouse model for 300 days.[153] In an attempt to avoid
300 day in vivo studies for all of the new hydrogel platforms, the new complexes were
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compared to the AC hydrogel in vitro. Hydrogels were stored in normal saline (0.1 M
NaCl) at 37 C to mimic in vivo conditions throughout stability testing. Measurement of
hydrogel width and thicknesses showed no significant difference between the AC gels
and the other delivery platforms except for day 14 (p<0.05 with one-way ANOVA), for
which the AC gel showed an increase in size (Figure 4-2a). Swelling of hydrogels
following the removal of chemical cross-linking agents is a common phenomenon,[171173] and is believed to be the reason for the observed increase in gel size. The STA and
the liquid-core hydrogels displayed less swelling than the AC hydrogel, presumably due
to the different crosslinking agent and ability of the gel to swell inwards as well as
outwards with the presence or absence of a liquid core, respectively.
Despite physical stability of the hydrogel-sensor complex, the fluorescence
intensity of the sensors within the hydrogels decreased over the 56-day period (Figure 42b). In an attempt to determine whether the fluorescent signal decrease was due to a loss
of nanoparticles, the storage saline of the hydrogels was tested for the presence of either
fluorescent or non-fluorescent SWNT using a method previously shown by Attal et al. in
which the absorption of the solution at 632 nm is used to quantify total SWNT
concentration.[174] The concentration of SWNT within the storage saline was nondetectable. We propose that the decrease of SWNT fluorescence was a result of sensors
leeching out of the hydrogels at a rate that was well under the detection limit of UV-vis
spectroscopy, leading to a significant retention of fluorescence over the course of 56
days.
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All four hydrogel platforms showed similar changes in SWNT fluorescence over
time, leading to the hypothesis that the three new SWNT delivery platforms will show
similar in vivo longevity as the previously tested AC platform.

Figure 4-2: Stability of the hydrogel platforms were assayed at 7, 14, 28 and 56 days post synthesis through
measurement of a) hydrogel width and b) sensor fluorescence normalized to initial values. AC hydrogels
show significant swelling at day 14 (p<0.05). All hydrogel platforms show a significant decrease in
fluorescence intensity from the initial value starting at day 28 (p<0.05), but no platform decreased
significantly more than the others (p>0.05). (n = 3, error bars are s.e.m)

4.4.3

Analyte Reaction Rate

Free-floating SWNT sensors (FF SWNT) in saline and all hydrogel sensor
platforms were exposed to the target analyte and the fluorescence at 990 nm was recorded
for a 10-minute period (Figure 4-3a). The SWNT sensors in this study are turnoff sensors,
the fluorescence is expected to decrease in response to the addition of a target analyte.
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Percent fluorescence is utilized to compare the fluorescence intensity of the gels since
incorporation of the SWNT with the different gels leads to different levels of signal
attenuation, specifically the internal vs external SWNT will receive different levels of
excitation and have different lengths of wavelength paths for emission signal detection.
As previously shown, the FF SWNT fluorescence was quenched rapidly in the presence
of the target analyte, quenching 99.9% of the initial fluorescence intensity.[150, 175] The
fluorescence of the HALC and STA hydrogels reacted similarly to the target analyte,
quenching 99.9% and 97.3% respectively. AC and ALC hydrogels fluorescence
quenched to a lesser extent, only quenching 95.3% and 80.2% within the 10-minute time
period (p<0.05). The time to reach steady state for the SWNT in solution, HALC, and
STA hydrogels were comparable, reaching steady state within 30 seconds of analyte
exposure (p>0.05). The AC and ALC hydrogels had a significantly slower reaction rate,
reaching steady state around 10 minutes and 8 minutes respectively (p<0.05). The
maximum quenching value, time to ready steady state, and effective quenching rate of the
platforms are compared in Table 4-1. As previously shown, the AC hydrogels decrease
sensitivity of the SWNT to the target analyte and for both the AC and ALC hydrogels the
maximum quenching value, time to reach steady state, and effective quenching rate are
all significantly different (p<0.05) from the desired response of FF SWNT. HALC gels
were not significantly different (p>0.05) from FF SWNT in any category, displaying a
similar rapid response to the addition of the target analyte. STA gels did have a
significantly different quenching rate from the FF SWNT (p<0.05), but the maximum
quenching value and time to steady state were not significantly different from FF SWNT
(p>0.05).
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HALC hydrogels display similar quenching rates to the desired response of FF
SWNT to addition of the target analyte. STA hydrogels show similar quenching values
and time to steady state when compared to FF SWNT, but do not show a similar
quenching rate to addition of the target analyte. The slower quenching rate of the STA
gels could be due to incorporation of non-tethered SWNT sensors to the gel matrix.

Table 4-1: Quenching characteristics of hydrogel platforms. Fluorescence quenching is given in percentage
of initial value and the time required for the fluorescence to reach a steady state value is given in seconds.
The quenching rate is calculated from the quench value and the time required to reach steady state and is
given in percentage quench per second. The quenching rate of the HALC platform was not significantly
different from FF SWNT (p>0.05). The AC, ALC, and STA platforms had significantly different
quenching rates from the FF SWNT (p<0.05), but the STA platform did not have a significantly different
quench value or time to reach steady state from the FF SWNT (p>0.05). (n = 3).

Platform

Maximum Quenching

Time to Steady State [s]

Quenching Rate [%/s]

Value [%]
FF SWNT

99.96 ± 0.04

9.87 ± 0.57

10.2 ± 0.557

AC

95.3 ± 2.66

551.2 ± 0.31

0.17 ± 0.005

ALC

80.16 ± 2.41

445.8 ± 39.97

0.18 ± 0.022

HALC

99.93 ± 0.07

10 ± 0.72

10.09 ± 0.7

STA

97.59 ± 0.17

20.53 ± 1.57

4.81 ± 0.392

We propose that the sensor quenching rate, and therefore maximum quench value
within the 10-minute test period, is dependent on the SWNT’s interaction with the
hydrogel. The SWNT in the STA gels did not directly interact with the hydrogel, instead
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there was a linker chain that bound the SWNT wrapping to the hydrogel. Similarly, a
large volume of liquid within the core of the HALC gels allowed the majority of the
SWNT to avoid physically interacting with the gel. The AC gel configuration allowed
direct physical contact between the hydrogel material and the sensor, changing the ability
of the sensor to interact with the analyte and therefore altering the sensor quenching rate.
We hypothesized that the ALC gel was interacting with the sensor in a manner similar to
that observed for the AC gel because of the small volume to surface area ratio of FF
SWNT contained within the liquid core.
The importance of the volume to surface area ratio was tested with HALC gels,
one with a large volume to surface ratio and the other with a small ratio. The previously
described HALC gel is used for the high volume to surface ratio gel and a hyaluronic acid
gel with two liquid cores (2HALC) is used for the small volume to surface ratio gel. By
dividing the liquid core of the HALC gel a decrease in sensor volume occurs while
increasing the surface area between the sensor and the gel. Testing of the HALC and
2HALC showed that the change in volume to surface area ratio significantly changed the
fluorescence quenching rate (Figure 4-3b), with more interaction between the sensor and
hydrogel leading to a slower quenching rate after the gels’ exposure to an analyte
solution.
These results show the ability to tune liquid core hydrogel sensor platforms. If a
project requires real time feedback on analyte detection a large volume to surface area
system can be utilized, but if a decreased number of readings to provide data about a
larger span of time is preferred the volume to surface area ratio can be decreased.
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Figure 4-3: SWNT sensor response to analyte exposure is dependent on the hydrogel delivery platform.
Quenching curves shown are the average of three trials (n = 3). a) ALC hydrogels showed delayed sensor
response similar to what is observed for the AC gel. The STA and HALC hydrogels provide a stabilization
platform to localize the SWNT while allowing free sensor interaction with the analyte, leading to sensor
response similar to that observed in FF SWNT. b) 2HALC hydrogels had a significantly delayed sensor
response compared to HALC indicating a response rate dependence on volume to surface area ratio of
liquid core hydrogels.

4.4.4

Time to Sensor/Analyte Interaction

Small analytes, such as NO, have very high diffusion rates.[176, 177] With the
relatively large pore size, 5 nm for alginate and 5-12 nm for hyaluronic acid,[178, 179] of
the hydrogels in comparison to NO it was hypothesized that NO would diffuse through
the hydrogel quickly and the initial distance between the analyte and sensor would not be
a rate determining factor in SWNT response. In order to quantify diffusion limitations for
the hydrogel sensors, a second version of ALC hydrogel was made, one with a larger
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hydrogel wall of 4 mm (thick ALC) than its counterpart with a wall of 2 mm (previously
described ALC, which will be labeled thin ALC for this set of experiments). There was a
significant difference in the SWNT quenching rate for the thin and thick ALC gels as
shown in Figure 4-4a. Extrapolation of the quenching curves predicts that the thick ALC
gel will take 66.3 minutes to reach steady state, whereas the thin ALC gel only took 7.5
minutes to reach steady state (Figure 4-4b) (p<0.05). The trend of gel thickness
correlating to the time to reach steady state continues to hold true for the HALC gels,
which similarly showed that a thicker hydrogel shell (2 mm, labeled thick HALC) took
longer to quench than its thinner counterpart (previously described HALC gel which has
a shell of 0.4 mm thickness, labeled thin HALC gel for this experiment) (p<0.05).
The comparison of the thick and thin hydrogels proves that sensors encapsulated
within a hydrogel can have altered quenching rate due to the hydrogel alone, independent
of the activity of the sensors. The change in time to reach steady state caused by hydrogel
shell thickness provides another way to optimize a sensor platform to fit experimental
needs.
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Figure 4-4: a) ALC hydrogels with either a thin or thick shell were exposed to the target analyte and the
fluorescence was recorded. SWNT fluorescence quenching is shown to be significantly dependent on the
distance between the sensor and the analyte solution. b) Hydrogel platforms that limit the distance from
sensor to analyte display faster rates of signal quenching when compared to hydrogels that have a thicker
shell between SWNT sensor solution and the surface of the gel (p<0.05). (n = 3, error bars are s.e.m)

4.4.5

Range of Response

The importance of the sensor’s freedom for movement and interactions was
probed to see if physically constraining the SWNT changes its sensing characteristics.
The STA hydrogel platform provides the opportunity to slightly alter the sensor’s
movement by altering the points of attachment between the sensor and the hydrogel
surface. The average length of the SWNT sensors post sonication is ~150 nm,[49, 180,
181] with an average of 10 (AT)15 strands wrapped around each nanotube.[150, 181-184]
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By altering the (AT)15 wrappings so that only a portion of the wrappings attach to the
hydrogel surface a change in the sensor’s freedom of movement can be achieved.
It was determined that altering the number of points of attachment between the sensor
and hydrogel did not change the time to steady state, but it did alter the maximum
quenching value. Three different compositions of STA gels were tested, one with all
(AT)15 wrappings attaching to the hydrogel (1:0 ratio of attached to non-attached), one
with two thirds of the (AT)15 wrappings attached to the hydrogel (2:1 ratio of attached to
non-attached), and one with half of the (AT)15 wrappings attached to the hydrogel (1:1
ratio of attached to non-attached, the previously discussed STA gels). The data shows
that increasing the points of interaction between the sensor and the hydrogel surface
decreases SWNT quenching (Figure 4-5a). It is hypothesized that constraining the sensor
by having more points of attachment to the nanotube leads to the smaller quenching
value. Decreasing the quenching value without increasing the microscope sensitivity
results in a decrease in the sensitivity to changes in analyte concentration (Figure 4-5b).
Therefore, increasing a sensor’s range of movement leads to a more sensitive system. The
quenching curve for the 2:1 STA hydrogel has more noise when compared to the other
quenching curves. The three trials used to find the 2:1 STA average had more deviation
and also did not provide as strong of a signal as the other STA hydrogels. When
converting signal from a.u. to percentage the noise is amplified. The lower signal is due
to a lower homogeneity in ssDNA wrapping distribution when compared to the 1:0 and
1:1 hydrogels.
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Figure 4-5: Surface-tethered hydrogels were modified with varying ratios of SWNT wrapping that
interacted with the hydrogel to SWNT wrapping that did not interact with the hydrogel. a) The quenching
rate was similar for the different ratios of SWNT wrapping that was attached to the hydrogel, but b) the
output range was significantly altered by changing the number of interaction points between the sensor and
the hydrogel, with more points of contact leading to significantly smaller output ranges (p<0.05) (n = 3,
error bars are s.e.m).

4.5 Conclusions
Three novel hydrogel systems have been fabricated and characterized to improve
sensitivity and reactivity of (AT)15 wrapped SWNT sensors that are localized with an
implantable platform. Utilizing the unique characteristics of the gels allowed for the
determination of multiple ways to alter and optimize sensor platforms to fit specific
requirements. The quenching rate for the liquid core sensors depends on their volume to
surface area ratio and the thickness of the outer hydrogel shell. The alginate based liquid
core system is hindered by a lack of even sensor distribution and reproducibility, but a
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large number of gels can be quickly produced. The hyaluronic acid based liquid core
system provides reproducible gels with an even distribution of the sensor, but the
production of each gel requires a bit more time than its alginate counterpart.
While the surface tethered alginate gels consistently react at a fast rate to analyte
exposure the range of sensing can be altered by changing the sensor’s degrees of
freedom. This alginate gel allows for the production of a large number of gels in a short
amount of time while maintaining a fast reaction time similar to the free-floating sensors.
Between the tunability of sensor response through alteration of the hydrogel platform and
the long-term stability of all three of the new hydrogels described, multiple systems for in
vivo sensing have been developed. The sensors used in this research react to nitric oxide,
but SWNT can be used as sensors for a number of other analytes by changing its polymer
wrapping.[185-187] It is possible to extend the use of the sensing platforms even farther
by using other, non SWNT based sensors with these hydrogels.
The world of nanotechnology thrives on the development and use of small
systems, but when a sensor needs to be stabilized in vivo going smaller is not always
optimal. This research has shown three different sensor delivery platforms that allow
nanoscale sensors to be utilized in vivo for extended periods of time without loss due to
the migration of nanoscale systems.
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4.6 Supplemental Information

Figure 4-6: Molds used to create alginate liquid-core hydrogels from the (a) side and (b) top views.
Smallest mold was used to create frozen core of SWNT sensor solution. Medium sized mold was used to
create BaCl2 frozen halves to encase frozen SWNT sensor solution. Largest mold was used to hold alginate
for crosslinking and allow addition of frozen BaCl2-SWNT sensor solution core.
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Figure 4-7: Schematic depicting various hydrogel fabrication methods. The black syringe represents the
SWNT and where it was added to each hydrogel platform. (a) Alginate composite hydrogels were
fabricated using mini dialysis membranes and suspending the SWNT sensors within alginate prior to
crosslinking. (b) Hyaluronic acid liquid-core hydrogels were fabricated layer-by-layer using a 3D bioplotter
and SWNT sensors were added during a pause in the printing process to the created voids in the hydrogel
design prior to last layer deposition. (c) Surface-tethered alginate hydrogels were created stepwise by
surface activation of alginate hydrogels with avidin and subsequent tethering of biotinylated SWNT sensors
via SWNT bath. (d) Alginate liquid-core hydrogels were created using three molds, the first to freeze
SWNT sensors creating a core, the second to surround SWNT core with frozen crosslinker, and the third to
contain alginate for core addition and final crosslinking of hydrogel.
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Figure 4-8: Sample spectra for each hydrogel platform type. Intensities were normalized to percentages of
the maximum intensity value within each spectrum. Wavelength step size was 3 nm. A slight intensity shift
(the peak is closer to the secondary peak) and red shift occur for ALC gels possibly due to increased
imaging depth through the larger hydrogel shell for the intensity and a conformational change of the
ssDNA on the SWNT for the red shift, however the SWNT sensors within this platform remain fluorescent
and reactive to NO. The 990 nm peak is most prominent for the other gel platforms indicating 6,5 SWNT
were successfully incorporated.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions and Future Directions

5.1 Dissertation Conclusions
The work presented in this dissertation represents important steps in moving SWNTbased biosensors towards clinical translation. A biosensor needs to be biocompatible,
easily detectable, and have a strong and rapid response to the target analyte in order to
give providers access to valuable information on patient health and response to treatments
for more personalized care and better outcomes.
Biocompatibility of SWNT has always been a concern due to the hydrophobic and
persistent nature of the pure carbon structures. To mitigate these concerns, SWNThydrogel platforms were implanted in vivo and removed after two weeks. Novel
extraction methods were developed to extract SWNT from the hydrogels and tissues of
interest. Quantification using UV-Vis and Raman spectroscopy of the extracted
nanotubes showed nearly 90% retention of the sensors by the hydrogels and no detectable
SWNT in any of the tissues.
Large animal studies have remained elusive to the field of SWNT sensors due to
difficulties associated with large animal housing and handling, and also because
nanotechnology laboratories and detection setups are complex and nonportable. To this
end, SWNT-hydrogel sensors were implanted into the ears of 14 male sheep, and,
utilizing a newly developed portable, spectral imaging setup, assayed for signals. The
new setup retained functionality of the more complex SWNT imaging systems that are
commonly used, and the hydrogel platforms localized sensors without altering
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responsiveness. Two thirds of the animals had distinguishable signals, demonstrating the
first successful report of SWNT sensor signals in a large animal.
Most SWNT sensing applications rely on hydrogel platforms for localization in
vivo due to the biocompatibility, mechanical properties, and optical transparency of most
hydrogels. However, sensor response is greatly affected by incorporation into hydrogel
matrices. In this work, analyte diffusion through the gel and the incorporation of the
sensor were investigated and resulted in two novel hydrogel platforms that allowed
SWNT to retain the fast detection rate of non-encapsulated SWNT while remaining
localized to an implantable, biocompatible platform.
Together these results demonstrate SWNT as a biocompatible, easily detectable,
and rapid in vivo biosensor. Extraction methods for quantifying SWNT sensors from
hydrogels and tissues determines implanted SWNT’s fate and mitigates toxicity concerns
when using the sensors in vivo. Detection of SWNT signals in a large animal model
demonstrates a relatively inexpensive and portable setup is capable of detecting a small
volume of sensor away from the laboratory setting. Finally, the novel hydrogel platforms
pave the road for better localization schemes for SWNT sensors by demonstrating the
importance of platform design to optimize sensor performance. This work has helped
move SWNT-based biosensors from the benchtop towards clinical translation, where
application has the potential to revolutionize patient care by offering clinicians access to
real-time, high resolution data of key biological markers and analytes to better
personalize care and intervention.
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5.2 Future Directions

5.2.1 Long-Term Fate of SWNT Sensors

Although the biocompatibility study performed in this work was able to account
for the vast majority of the initially implant SWNT sensors, alleviating toxicity concerns,
leaching of sensors into the blood and tissues still could have occurred. A long-term
study featuring collection of animal waste is needed in order to account for 100% of the
sensors initially used in the study. Previous biodistribution work for SWNT sensors has
shown a tendency for the nanotubes to aggregate in the filtering tissues, liver and kidney,
for some time (days to weeks).[137, 188] Evidence points towards eventual clearing of
the nanotubes in the waste; however, waste samples were not collected in this study due
to logistical difficulties and concern of improper detection limits. Further development of
nanotube extraction/quantification methods is required for an in depth, long-term fate
determination of implanted SWNT sensors. One potential avenue of increased sensitivity
would be hyperspectral fluorescence microscopy using high power nIR objectives. Single
nanotube fluorescence is detectable using this kind of setup and would lead to the lowest
possible detection limit for these nanoparticles.

5.2.2 Fixed Sensing Setup for Large Animals

There is a need for a more stable and repeatable method of large animal
fluorescence measurement. The animals in this study were difficult to handle and reacted
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strongly to commotion associated with fluorescence readings using the spectrometer and
light source on their ears. Sheep are also communicative herd animals, meaning the act of
removing one sheep for measurement has effects on the remaining animals, causing stress
and most likely elevated ROS and RNS, resulting in a fluorescence quenching of the NO
sensors by the time the final animal was analyzed.[189] Experimenting with implant
location may result in a more optimal location where the signal is still strong enough for
detection and the animal is less disturbed by the measurement. One such location is on
the hind leg near the tibia, where there is a thin stretched out portion of skin that would
allow for light to excite the sensors and emission to pass through to the detector. Using
the hind leg as an implant site would allow researchers to take measurements from the
side or behind the animal, causing less commotion and stress, as sheep are prey animals
with ~270° field of vision.[189] In addition, connection of the excitation liquid light
guide to the spectrometer collimator via a U-shaped holder would allow for more rapid
and precise measurements.

5.2.3 Hydrogel Tunability

Although rapidly sensing SWNT-hydrogels were developed and were statistically
similar to free floating sensors, hydrogel platforms can be expanded. Hydrogels offer
many avenues of tunability including material, crosslinking density, and
concentration.[172, 173, 179] Using rheological and mechanical testers, hydrogel
stiffness could be tuned for the target tissue/application. Implants that do not effectively
mimic native tissue tend to fail or cause the subject discomfort resulting in itching, which
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will disrupt the primary function of many sensors as scratching causes inflammation,
leading to overexpression of inflammatory agents in the area.[190]
Additionally, the hydrogel work discussed previously showed an ability to control
sensor response to the target analyte either by manipulating the liquid core hydrogel
thickness or by increasing or decreasing the points of interaction that the sensors had with
the surface-tethered gel. The ability to control analyte/sensor interaction could be useful
in designing a threshold sensing hydrogel platform, where only certain concentrations of
analyte over a specific threshold cause fluorescence modulation either due to the
diffusion gradient through the hydrogel wall or saturation of tightly bound surface
sensors. In the case of nitric oxide, using an electrochemical probe and the NO sensing
SWNT, the hydrogels could be made to only quench in the presence of a relatively large
amount of NO, which would indicate an extraordinary biological event.

5.2.4 Sensor Patterning for Quantification

Quantification of analytes has remained difficult for fluorescence-based sensors
as modulations of the emission light can occur from the environment, nonspecific
interactions, and overlapping signals.[191] There is a need for a sensing platform that
would control the environment around the sensor while still allowing in situ detection of
the target analyte. A patterned microfluidic device could be capable of fulfilling this
need. SWNT sensors possess unparalleled spatiotemporal resolution, meaning they
respond instantaneously to perturbations in their dielectric environment, and each
individual nanotube acts as its own sensor. If the nanotubes could be incorporated into a
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micropatterned device, the analyte of interest could be monitored in real time as it
diffuses across the viewing window via SWNT fluorescence modulations. Using Fick’s
Law of Diffusion and known constants of the target analyte, concentration can be back
calculated from the diffusion gradient.[192] Coupling such a patterned device with
microfluidics would allow researchers to sample environmental conditions by flowing
solution into the sensing platform for instantaneous concentration determination, then
subsequently flushing the system for sensor recovery. In this manner, real time in situ
sensors could be developed for any analyte in the SWNT sensor library, providing
researchers an avenue of analyte detection and quantification for many situations and
leading to a better understanding of biological pathways and disease
progression/intervention.
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